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CAMPUS VISITORS — Students from Murray High School toured the environmental scienie department at Murray
State University Feb. 26. Talking with Dr. Phil Sparks, assistant dean of the College of Environmental Sciences, are
(left to right) Alan Boyd and Mark Overbey. Students who attended the all-day event were provided lunch at Winslow Cafeteria.

State University Faculty Rallies
Support For Proposed Pay.Raise

.m1

In an attempt to rally support for a 9,5
percent proposed pay, raise in the next
-state-budget, latsilty members-at Mur—
ray State University and other state
universities are being urged to write to
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. and Finance
Secretary George Atkins.
"We're not suggesting a mass impersonal mailing," Tom Jones, chairmas.
of the Congress of Faculty Senate
Leaders, said in a news conference at
Bowling Green Monday.
"Rather, we'want these men to know
we are individual human beings who
are being inadequately rewarded for
what we do," said Jones, an English
professor at Western Kentucky University.
Jones' group represents the faculties

of all state universities except the
- University of Kentucky, which is not a
member. .Steve West, assistant professor in the
College of Business and Public Affairs
at Murray State University, is president of the MSU Faculty Senate and
serves as a legislative liaison with the
Congress of Faculty Senate Leaders.
Jones said .a 1.5 percent raise had
been recommended by the Council on
Higher Education, but he said council
Chairman Harry Snyder had told him
faculty members might instead receive
7 percent or 7.5 percent raises.
He said faculty members would not
be content with raises of that size in a
time of inflation approaching 14 percent.

Driver's License Good For
Four Years Under Bill
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer •
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — If Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr.has no objection to a bill
passed by the Legislature, a new driver's
license will be good for four years instead
ef-tweas-etavently.
The Senate approved on Monday the
measure passed earlier by the House.
Brown has 10 days to sign it, veto it or
allow it to become law without tis
signature.
Under the bill, a in6(Orist would pay 48
instead of $4, which would make no difference monetarily to the individual.
But it would help the state bybringing it
an additional 83 million over the next two
years, when the state's financial condition
is expected to be bleak.

General Tire, Rubber
Plant In Mayfield Shut
Down For One Week
The General Tire and Rubber Co.
plant in Mayfield shut down Monday
morning for one week.
The shutdown, which was planned
last month, was announced recently,
and officials of the plantand Local 665
of the United Rubber Workers Union
signed a memorandum of agreement.
Plans to resume operation after the
week's closing on an abbreviated
schedule have also apparently been
dismissed,according to a report.
The report also said the closing was
an economic move, which affects about
1,000 people still employed at the plant
located north of Mayfield.

Murray State Board
Of Regents Meeting
Is Rescheduled
The Murray State University Board
of Regents meeting, which was caucell:
ed because of Saturdays winter storm,
has been rescheduled for 10:30 a.m.
Saturday, March 22, 'at the Mar
Veterinary Diagnostic and Research
Center, North Drive, Hopkinsville.
Items listed on the earlier agenda for
thd meeting included consideration of
housing and dining system rate adlustinents,.tke.xynointnient of a Chairwoman for the de rtment of nursint..
Agreeension
the ROTC
ment,and the Project Apollo Extension
Center Agreement.
4

•

Meanwhile, the Senate on Monday narrowly defeated a Senate bill to allow nonvoting student and faculty representatives
to sit on the state Council on Higher
Education.
The legislation was opposed by Council
Executive Director Harry Snyder, who
said In a memo to legislators that students
and faculty already"have the opportunity
to express their point of view through
council advisory committees.
"The most serious consequence of the
enactment of this bill is that it would alter
the composition of a lay-controlled body
which is responsible for the coordination of
higher education in the conunonwealth,"
Snyder said. "This try, coordination
allows the citizenry, rather than constituency groups,of this state and nation to
enter into the decision-making process,
and it should be preserved."
Several senators opposed the bill, saying
that faculty and students representatives
would be back before the legislature in two
yearsasking fora votes@the council-.
Others said there is no reason for faculty
and student representation on the council,
since it does not deal in matters of university policy — except for tuition.

West said he had asked each member
of the Faculty Senate at MSU to write
-letters _ to their.legislators, Atkins_and
Brown "letting them know we are still
concerned about the rumors in terms of
appropriations for salaries.
"We feel the recommendation of the
council, which was approved by all
university presidents and boards of
regents, is a minimal request in light of
the 5 percent raises we have received
for the past five or six years," he continued.
West said that in addition to the council's recommendation of a 9.5 percent
cost-of-living increase, a sum of money
was included to catch state universities
up with benchmark institutions. Benchmark schools are schools of similar
size and programs in surrounding
states. Presently all Kentucky universities are below the benchmark in
terms of faculty galaries, Westsaid.
Jones said the faculty congress had
drafted 'and sent te- Brown aide bon
Mills a statement for use in preparing
the 1980-82 budget.
One provision said, "All funds appropriated for cost-of-living faculty
salary increases shall be distributred to
individual faculty Members with each
receiving a percentage not less than
that designated in the budget approved
by the General Assembly and the
governor."
Jones said Mills said the information
would become part of the governor's
budget proposal.
"The salary language implies
mistrust," Jones said. "However, it is
simply based on past experience, not
present expectationi."
He said there were indications that in
past budget appropriations faculty had
not received money as requested by the
state Council on Higher Education.
Jones said Mills told him Monday
that the governor's budget would not include a 9.5 percent increase requested
by the council for the first year of the
biennium, but,"We will be treated well
in thesecond year of thebierunum"

HoweverT—Sen. Nelson Alien, 13Greenup, said the legislation is "just simple, good public relations. It would be a
conduit back to student government."

Boston Selected
As Finalist For
Merit Scholarship
Brent Boston, a senior at Murray High
School, has been named a finalist in the
National Merit Scholarship Corp. competition, according to NIBS principal Roy
Weatherly.
This makes Hasten son of Mr. and Mrs.
RI Boston,one of about 14,000 aaidemically talented finalists competing for Merit
scholarships in 1980. Thirty percent of the
finalists will win one of the More than 4,300
National Merit $1,000 scholarships. The
winners will be notified next month.
The number of Merit scholarships being
offered in 1980 is eight times larger than
the number awarded in 1956, the first year
thrk Tawirk: Tbs. nitrita.r aroma' in

given year is determined be -grants'from
busi iess
corporations, Inundations:"—T—
organizations and higher education insandals.

By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Saying
that rich Kentuckians pay a lower
percentage of their income in state
taxes than do middle-income taxpayers, Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has
defended proposed legislation to
restructure state income tax laws. •
Brown, a millionaire, told the Joint
Appropriations and ,Revenue Committee Monday that although he is in the
highest possible tax bracket, he pays a
smaller portion of his Aicazne in taxes
than workers in the $W00 to $25,000
range.
However, Brown said his plan
wouldn't really hurt the rich because
they could apply state taxes on their
federal returns.
•_*This isn't soaking the rich and giving to the poor," Brown said. "This is a
healthy plan."
Accompanied by - -state revenue
department officials, Brown spent
more than an hour trying to persuade
lawmakers to go along with his proposal.
The corranittee reported out one part
of the governor's tax package — a bill
to restructure the corporate income tax
rate — but. tdok no action on the
measure to revamp the state's personal
iffome tax. It was to Continue hearing
testimony today.
._SeYeral ,ftisla_tors said _they_w_gre
concerned about the bill's impact on
middle-income taxpayers.
Under the administration proposal, a
single person earning $13,000 or more
would pay more tax. The break-even
point for a family with two children
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windy and
mild
Windy and mild with periods ot
rain or drizzle tonight, scattered
thundershowers possible. Lows
tonight upper 36s to lower 40s.
Windy and sharply colder
Wednesday with scattered
showers during the morning
possibly changing to flurries
before ending. Temperatures
falling into the lower 30s by evening.
Extended Forecast
Fair Thursday with a chance of
rain or snow Friday and Saturday.
Lows mostly between 25 and 35.
Hi,ghs mostly in the 40s.
° LAKE LEVELS
Barkley
Lake
Kentucky Lake

would be $31,000 and $36,000 for a family
with four children.
Brown said Kentucky historically has
had one of the most regressive income
taxes in the nation. He said his proposal
would make it fair.
But he also acknowledged the..
political difficulties of passing his plan.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,committee chairman, said that if the 1980
General Assembly was looking at Kentucky's current tax system for the first
time, it would never enact it into law
because it is not fair.
Opposition to the tax plan was to be
expected, he said.
"When you make a change and
somebody has to pay more, they
scream,". he said, adding, "This is a
fair program."
Brown said the legislature isn't hear-

Murray State Student
Reflies Refund Suit In
Franklin District Court
A Murray State University student has
refiled a suit in the small claims division of
Franklin-Ceunty--Distriet Court-chargingthe university with alleged breach of contract
Larry Pyla, Murray senior, said today
that his wife, Carolyn, refiled the suit Feb.
22 and that it is scheduled to come before
District Judge William Graham at 2 p.m.
March 24 in the Franklin County courthouse.
Pyla had originally filed the suit last
December in the small claims division of
Calloway County District Court seeking a
$38.22 tuition refund because thc! 1971 fall
semester was shortened to accommodate
a possible football championship game in
Florida.
The original suit was dismissed Jan. 30
by District Judge Sid Easley because it
was filed in the wrong court. Easley said
that a Kentucky statute stipulates that
contract claims against the state be filed

in Franklin County, which is the county of
the state capital.
_ Pyla said although Murray Stateis named in the suit, it- was his understanding that
the state attorney general had received the
summons for the suit. The suit filed in
Calloway County had named Dr. Richard
Butwell, MSU vice president for academic
programs,as the process agent.
If the Pyles win the suit, they have asked that the university pay $30 in court costs
and travel expenses. The $30 includes
$15.50the couple paid in the original suit, in
addition to $14.50 for the Franklin County
court COSt.S.
Pyla said his wife spent around $4.5 on
gasoline and tolls on the Feb. 22 trip. He
said he expected that other trips would be
Although Pyla said he does not plan to
hire a lawyer, he said that he and his wife
have received more than $140 in donations
from MSU faculty and students to continue
the suit.

Continental Breakfast To
Kick Off Red Cross Drive
To kick off this year's annual-fund drive,
the American Red Cross has scheduled a
continental breakfast at 7:45 a.m.
Wednesday, March 5, at the Murray Holi-.
day Irui.
All workers and captains are encouraged to attend the breakfast. Fund drive
packets can be picked up at this time.
According to Robert G. Jeffrey, fund
drive chairman,$12,000 will be this year's
goal. The SWIMS of the drive,scheduled for
the month of March, depends largely on
the efforts of all volunteer workers and
contributions received from local
businessmen, schools, the university andindividual pledges Jeffrey said.
Captains and their workers include,

354.65
354.64

ing from the 900,000 lower-income Kentuckians expected to benefit from the
proposed changes because they aren't
as sophisticated as higher-income taxpayers.
Several lawmakers praised Brown
for appearing before the conumttee.
noting that it is rare for a governor to
take time to testify before a legislative
panel.
Following the governor's appearance, two witnesses representing
retired persons told the committee they
feared the proposal would harm senior
citizens.
•
E.P. Hilton, a spokesman for retired
Kentucky teachers, said he was in sympathy with what the administration is
trying to do, "but let's not do it at the
expense of these people...who have
dedicated their lives to the state of Kentucky."

Walt Mamma, Tammy Alexander, hary Allbrittert
Bob Billington, Ted Delaney,
Re' Alexander, C.O. Honduran., Dm Brock, Betty
!cowry,Tommy Sanders, Berne Cooper,

Harvey Elk, Frank Doran, Ronakl Churthill, Cherie,
Cochran,Chff Cochran, RI- Cooper,
Alice Itemeeke, Jo- Cluss.Susan kkaas. Huth CaLad:xE
day,Janet Denton, Joe Dick,
awl Stewart, Diane Johnson, Stan Key, Gerald Hodder, Jim Bawer.Torn Darnron,
Irma LaFolette. William Dodson, Ruth Everwneyn.
Mabie Gallagher, Bailey Gore, Lillian Graves,
Snort Pooton, Jahn Gregory, Bobby Grogan, Charles
Hale,/Harm Hawn James Hamkrt
Gary Haverstock, Rotert Hendon, John Hum, Ted
Howard,E.B. Howton,
Joe Pat James,Harold Hurt, Larry Hurt Karl Bussing.
Ldly Johnson, Carol Barrett
Dave WSW Howard Keenan, Bill Kupperud, Jim'
Lawson,Paul Jerry Lee, Tommy ?Aarshall,
Robert 0. Paler,sici Easley, Harold McReynolds, Mrs
Charhe K. Miller. William Maier,Steve Gordon,
Mimes Ella Mal XargavE Max Morns, Fred Morton,
George Oakley,Sue Outland,Don Overbey.
A.W. Sknoson Jr., Mary Overby, Joe Parker, Bill
Rage,Wells Purdom,Max Parker.
David Raw. Ray Roberts, Torn Rushuig, Artie Soil.
Den Stanley, David Graham,
George Madam,Laure Sledd, Gene Smith. Guy Spann.
Margaret Tedium,Margacet Trevalnan,
Jerrell White, John Trotter, Nadine Turner.
Leonard Vaughn. Tommy Walker, Becky Wilson and
Chuck Wynn

Speech Team
:a= Takes Third
The Calloway County High School
speech team placed third in the 76 schotir"Great Smoke). Mountain Invitational
Speech Tournament" held Feb. 29-March
2 in Gatlinburg.
Kim Weatherford, original oratory;
• Mike Jackson, after dinner speaking; and
Danny Lamb, extemporaneous speaking;
qualified for final-round competition by
placing in the top seven in their respective
•
events in previous rounds.
Lanesa Jones, oral interpretation;
Trisha Clark,solo acting; Jenise Boyd,extemporaneous speaking: ind Weatherford, after dinner speaking;.competed in
' the semi-final round.
The tournament, featuring schools from
• '.12 states, was wan by Clarksville ITenn.
High School, with Knoxville' West- placitg
second. Galloway was one ofothree Kentucky schools in the competition. •
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Cunningham, Karen Belcher, Shelia Morthe 76-school event. Teams from 12 states were
Kim Weatherford and Mike fackson competed in the finakroun
ris, Caasa Hoke and Chuck Williams. •
invited to the tournament. Pictured with the team members is spe h team coach Larry England.
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CominA Happenings in The Comirittnity-Listed
—
Tuesday, March 4
Tuesday, March 4
Up
"Brush
for
Auditions
Groups of First Baptist
Your Shakespeare' to be Church Women will meet as
presented by the Young Ac- follows: Dorothy with Mrs.
tors Guild will be at 3:30 p.m. Homer Miller at 10:30 a.m.
at the Calloway Public aied Bea Walker with Mrs.
Library.
Charles Hale at 7:30 p.m.
Calloway County Band
Singles Unlimited will meet
Boosters will meet at 7 p.m. at at 5:30 p.m. at the parking lot
the Calloway County High of the First United Methodist
School.
Church to go by church van to
Cameron Highlander
the
Singles Class will meet at 2
Cadiz,for dinner.
House,
and
the
at
Seventh
p.m.
Poplar Church of Christ.

Tuesday,March 4
1-0
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the church for a
salad supper at 7 p.m.
._

Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house with Dr. Robert
—Williams, local surgeon, as
speaker.
Delta Department of Min-meet
will
Club
Parents of children enrolled
Woman's
ray
at 7 p.m.at the club house with in the Preschoo) Corporation
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer to will meet at 7 p.m. in the class
show slides of "North TOMS.
American Landscapes."
Wednesday, March 5
Red Cross Fund Drive
Free adult reading program Kickoff Breakfast for fund
for all people in Murray and drive captains 'and workers
Calloway County will be of- will be held at 7:45 a.m. at the
fered by Adult Learning Holiday Inn.
Center at Murray State
University with classes from 6
Oak Grove Baptist Church
to 8:30 p.m. starting tonight at WMU will meet at 7 p.m. at
the First United Methodist the church.
Church, Murray. Classes will
be on Tuesdays and
Goshen United Methodist
Thursdays through April 24.
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.

. Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
Garden Department meet at the Health Center at 7
p.m.
Meeting Planned
Symphonic Band Concert is
8:15 p.m. at the
The Garden Department of scheduled at
Murray
Auditorium,
Lovett
the Murray Woman's Club will
University. This is free
meet Thursday, March 6, at 1 State
the public.
p.m. at the club house with Janet and open to
Denton to present the program
on "Famous Gardens::
Hostesses will be Clover
IRA G CORN, JR.
'
Cotham, Mary Hamilton, Ruth
ACES
.. Wilson, Birdie Gingles. Lottie
Key and Pauline Parker.
NORTH
"The strange fact is that
doing."
takes
nothing
doing
•6 2
- Frank Tiger.
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It took some doing for
The Aces to win their second straight Reisinger
Team Championship. Held
each fall, this event is probably the most demanding of
team con es . very
and every trick,is important
and, for three—Solid days.
this adds up to much concentration-.
The Aces went into the
final session with a large
lead, but a dismal series of
results produced a tie for
the title. However, since the
Reisinger champions will
participate in the Internationali Team. Playoffs in
1981. a tie -breaking -set of
hands had to be played..And
after 12 hands, The Aces
made off with'‘one of the
closest wins ever.
Aces Fred Hamilton, Los
Angeles. .and Ira Rubin.
Paramus. N.J.. helped their
team to victory by bidding
and Making today's difficult
*grand slant.
South's two club opening
was an all • purpose force
(Ira Rubin) and North's two
diamond response was a
waiting bid. Rubin's two
spade rebid described a
forcing-to-game strong two
bid and. fter North's two
no trump bid, South introduced his other suit.
North's club raise showed

Inflation Fighter Special

EAST
•9
•10 9 2
•K J 9 8 3
46 5 4 3

WEST
•10 8 7 3
•K (,) 8 3
•10 7 6 2

42

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening

lead: King of

hearts

good support and, coupled
with his cue bid of the heart
ace, it gave Rubin all the
encouragement he needed to
bid the grand slam.
Dummy's heart ace won
the first trick and a diamond was led to declarer's
"ace. A low trump was led to
dummy and a low dianiond
was ruffed with declarer's
ace. Trumps were drawn
and declarer now claimed
13 tricks -- six spades. one
heart, a diamond and a diamond ruff and foiie club
tricks.
The grand slam in clubs is
the only one that makes
since only 12 tricks are
available in either spades or
no trump.
Under my direction as•
captain, the team included
Hamilton and Rubin and
Aces Bob Hamman and Bob
Wolff of Dallas.

South holds:

MI6

'Garlic Bread
'G

994:

Chopped Steak

3-4-B

•10 8 7 3
•K Q 8 3
•10 7 6 2
+2

Hamburger &
North
2•

South

Special!

Salad 40 Extra

Y2 Pr,c

Super Special For Kids,
Spaghetti & Salad '2
Frce Reidis

934
Storing At
Free Refills
On Dr;riks

Dr,nks.

Wednesday Night

4 To 10 PM.

And Up

You Can t for
This Good At Harr,
For This Price

ANSWER: Three hearts.
The positive response is preferred because of the excellent hearts and singleton club.
If South starts with a negative, he will have difficulty
describing such good values
later,
---

Send bridge questions to The Aces.
PO Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225.
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

THURSDAY,MARCH 6

Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant
SERVING THOSE FAMOUS
%
I

Men's Basketball Team of
Murray State University will
play Jacksonville University
at 6:30 p:m., Murray time, in
the National' Invitational
Tournament at Jacksonville,
Fla.

from I:pto 4:30p.m.

Thursday,March S.
Children's Band Concert for
Women of St. John's
CiMurray
grades 1 to 6 of the
Episcopal Church will meet at
ty and Calkeb v County
the home of Cindy Hale, 111
a.m.
8:45
at
ce‘‘.
Schobls
South 10th Street, at 7:30 p.m.

FIHNNFD
II NW WV my is m V.

Sunday 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

Open 7 Days A Week

Mon.-Sat. 4:01:1 p.m.-9:00 p.m.

Highway 68 8 80 Af Aurora

Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 a.m.

-end 10- Ai. at the Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State

UnivOsity.
Meals for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly will be
served at 12 noon at•the
Douglas Center.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women,and Actiens of
Cherry Corner Baptist _Church
ate scheduled to meet at 7

Book Study for Baptist
Churches on "The Life of Missions in All The Central
States" will be taught by
Thyra Crawford at 10 a.m. at
the Elm Grove Baptist Church. Each one is to bring a sack
lunch.

p.m.
Mission groups of Flint Baptist Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.
——
Activities for Hazel Senior
Citizens will be from 10 a.m.to
2p.m. at the Raze! Center with
Dirieti at 11.45 a in.

Ladies of the Memorial Baptist Church will meet at 830
a.m. - for breakfast at the
Triangle Inn as a part of Week
of Prayer activities.

Leon Zuniga of the Murray
Home
University
State
Economics Department will
give a demonstration on cook-

ing at 1Z:30 p.m. at the Nutrition Program for the Elderly
at Douglas Center. Lunch will
Poplar Spring Baptist be served at 12 noon.
Church WMU will meet at 1
p.m. at the church for the
Demonstration of billiards
Week of'Prayer-activities.
by Jack White, national exXi Alpha Delta Chapter of pert, will be held at noon in the
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled .Student Center game room
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the and at 3 p.m. in the Hart Hall
game room, Murray State
Ellis Center.
University. This is free and
to the public
open
Murof
'Garden Department
ray Woman's Club will meet
Dairy meeting, sponsored
at 1 p.m. at the club house with
Janet'Denton to present the by the County.Extension Office, will be held at 7 p.m. in
program.
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center, ColThursday,March 6
Murray Women of the lege Farm Road.
Moose are scheduled to meet
at8 p.m.at the lodge hall.

Solo Group of Greater
Paducah Chaper of Patents
Without Partners will meet at
the Immanuel Baptist church,
3465 Buckner Lane,Paducah.
Senior piano recital by John
Houston, Almo, will begin at

8:15 a.m. in the Recital Hall
Annex of the Fine Arts Center.
Murray State University
This is free and open- to the
public.
Life and Learning Course on
"An Introduction-to American
Collectables and Antiques"
will begin with classes to be
from 6 to 9 p.m. for five consecutive -weeks in Room 113,
Wells Hall, Murray State
University.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismissed Feb. 18 from the
Marshall- County Hospital,
Benton, was Curve Turner of

Dexter.

Captain Ws

Dr. Eversineyer To

United Campus
luncheon will be held at 12:30

Speak At Meeting,

p.m. at Ordway Hall, Murray

•_

74.: Alipass

fiwrodiey,Morehi

Murray Senior Citizens will
hear Adele Kupchella speak
Free income tax preparaon "Insurance for Women" at
tion and assistance will be pro10:30 a.m. at the Ellis ComGolf
Racers
Murray
State
vided to the elderly, lower inmunity Center. Lunch will be
will
Orangeburg,
in
be
Team
come persons, and students of
in the served at noon followed by
S.
competing
C.,
the community in Rooms 205
Intercollegiate table games and own hanPalmetto
and Z28, Stewart Stadium,
Tournament from March 5 diwork at 12:30 p.m.
Murray State University,
through 9.

Surgeon Speaker

North East
Pass
2•
2 NiT .Pass
44 • Pass
5 V . Pass

West

Murray-Calloway i County
Ministerial Association will
meet in the cafeteria meeting
room of the Murray-Calloway
County Ho'spital at 7:30 a.m.

Wedgemiathilliweiti

Ministry

Vulnerable: None. Dealer:
South. The bidding:,
South 24
24
34
• 44

Thursday, Mardi

Wednesday,March 5
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the Ellis Community Cknier
‘Aith lesson to be on "Making
Dough flowers" and Patty
Mae Moody as hostess.

appas w 1H navt

•A K QJ54
•5 4
•A
•A K 107

ilk with Corn

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Tuesday, March 4

Dr. Robert Williams, local State University, with Dr.
surgeon, will be the guest Richard Usher as speaker.
speaker at the meeting of the
Display of charcoal works
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club to be held by Mike Wedding, Murray
tonight(Tuesday)at 7:30 p.m.at State University student, will
the club house.
open tonight at the Mason Art
Hostemies will be Mrs. Bobby' Gallery, Hart Hall, MSU, and
Malone,- Mrs: TOM.- Wagner,- -lose-en-Feillay,-iloiiis for-the Mrs. Jimmy Iamb and Mrs. display will be from 6 to 8 p.m.
Dan ShiPley.
each evening.

Delta Department

Dr. Harold Eversmeyer, profewor in the Department of
Biological Sciences at Murray
State University, will show
slides of North American Landscapes at- the meeting of the
Delta Department of the Murray.
Woman's Club to be held tanight
(Tuesday) 5t-7 p.m. at the club
house.
The professor has traveled extensively throughout theUnited
States including Alaska and
Canada. He and his family made
a special trip by motor home
'traveling through Canada to
Frances Drake
Alaska.
FOR WEDNESDAY. MARCH 5,1980
Miss Frances Brown will be
if opinion. Be careful with program .chairman. Hostesses
What kind of day will
pnwssions.. Joint financial will be Mrs. Helen Bennett, Mrs.
tomorrolv be? To find out what
interests favored.
the stars say, read the
George Hart, Mrs. Thage UddPISCES
forecast given for your birth
berg and Miss Venda Gibson.
)(I,
20)C
(Feb: 19 to Mar.
Sign:

with FREE
'drink

16 Oz.soft

Your Individual
Horoscope

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)41rIE.4
It's those little things you do
together that will help cement
a relationship Action will.
keep You from unhealthy
introversioirTAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 201
Work goes well, but don't be
so absorbed that you hurt
someone's feelings. Spend
time together rather than with
_arivaintaoces
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
You may not be in the mood
for a party..Don't let romance
go to your head. Catch up on
Work
neglected _ tasks.
overtime if necessary.
CANCER
(June-411),July 22) 480
for
important
Time
domestic decisions. Though
preoccupied don't be rude to
her-ups. The p.m. favors
initiative in romance.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. n)424g
Sensitive types abound. An
arrogant manlier could turn
others off. You gain a new
Buy.
flaw..
_perspective
something for the house.
viRcp ll.
Pu
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)"
You may discard an item.
New insights re finances. A
slight misunderstanding with
a close one. Act on your ideas
—now!
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Self-confidence is high and
intuition good, but be sure to
tune into the feelings of close
ones. Money negotiations may
bog down.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nle/V
Your intuition is your best
friend now. Work done in
private goes well. Social life is
busy, but there is some uncertainty about romance.
SAGITTARIUS
i
f'
( Nov. 22 ao Dec. 21 Ser. 4
Both new and old friends
figure in the picture now, but
don't spread yourself too thin.
Let a loved one know that he
or she counts too!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 Ed Jan. 19) Vi
A twist of circumstances
works to your advantage. A
friend has a career tip.-Make
frentrol _irslan•

4r4 •an

your
Re-evaluate
vestment structure. Know Band Concerts For
when to cut' losses. Legal
Not
matteis iffy, but listen to plan
of a loved one.
1011 RoRN TODAY tkslike Be XX cdnesday

(iiildren

routine and are somewhat
restless. You may experiment
before settling on a career.
Quite versatile, you can
succeed in both art- and
science. You are somewhat
opportunistic, yet at times you
easily
become
can
Your
discouraged.
humanitarian nature attracts
you to politics and reform
movements. More inclined to
art and music than busiriess,
you have the ability to. commercialize your talents.
Cultivate your ambition; and
find an artistic outlet for your
sensitivity and you will go to
the top. Birthdate of: Rex
Harrison, actor; Andy Gibb,
singer; and Frank Norris,
writer.
WOMAN

A

• crispfrench fries
• creanrycoleslaw
• 2Southern-Style
hush puppies.

lbe children's band concerts
scheduled Wednesday, March 5,
for children of Murray City and
Calloway County Schools have
been cancelled, according to a
spokesman for the College of
Creative Expression at Murray
State University,
The spokesman said the concerts were cancelled due to the
Pep Band going with the Murray
State University Basketball
Team to Jacksonville, Fla., to
play in the National Invitational
Tournament.
These concerts are sponsored
by the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club in
cooperation with Murray State
University.
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
HIGHWAY 641 & ARCADIA
mON , TUES. & SAT. 1:004:00
WED., TOMS. & FRI. 1:004:00
SUN. I:00-5:00

SALE GOOD THIRY
SAT. MARCH II

,

OUR ENTIRE
STOCK
*DOUBLE FACE
•SINGLE FACE
*OUTERWEAR
45" WIDTH - POLYESTER BATTING

SALE

QUILTED FABRICS
REGULAR
3.99 TO $5.99 YD.

NOW 1/2 PRICE 1.99 TO '2.99 Yd.
0 MATCHING FABRICS-NOT QUILTED REG. $2.11 YD. NOW '1.49 YD.

%mato.

it
oiwlctlns:'
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. l8)
Be less rigid in your
thinking. Allow for differences

• 2piecesof fish filet

",1l

0

'CRAZY OUT PRINTS
•PAISLIES
• GEOMETRKS
'MODERNS
'JUVENILE PRINTS
'CANDY STRIPES
lint.,%mum)
• TKINIG STRIPES
• CHILDRENS PATTERNS

•DECORATOR PRINTS
'
MN11-PRINTS
•CALICOS
•LARGE FLORALS
'MAU FLORALS
•INFANT PRINTS
gamma/ 111111tRICAPS
'PATCNWORK PATTERNS
PIN DOTS
'

039N

NVIAJOAA 51C1

N

NtilAJOINA 5103

N

•DOTTED SWISS
•BROADCLOTHS
•PIQUES
'VOILES
•FOR BEDSPREAOS & DRAPES
'FOR OMITS
rug rumemim
'ROBES & JACKETS
'PLUS MANY MANY MORE

NVIAIOM 103 N

NVINOM
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DEAR ABBY: My 46-year-old husband is iinally fulfiliiitg
one of his childhood desires. He has starteiL to take clarinet
lessons.1 amPleased that he feels secure enough to pursue
this childhood dream, but when he practices, the noise is
unbearable!
Abby. I thinhparents°- not wives -should be responsible
-for their children's musical education. There is also the matter of footing the bills for lessons.
Would it be in bad taste to suggest that my in-laws-bear
some of the burden? 1-think they should either pay for their
son's clarinet lessons, or provide a place for him to practice.
What do you think?
TROUBLED CLEF IN D.C.
DEAR TROUBLED: Parents have no responsibility for a
46-year-old son who decides to take clarinet lessons. You
must be kidding.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 15-year-old girl who hesit
my age who confides in me. She has just told me that she
2 years ago.
/
wets the bed! She said she started wetting 31
She wet the bed for two years straight, then she stopped for
a, year. and then started in again. Now, instead of washing
the sheets‘every 'day, she sleeps on a plastic garbage bag
with a toLZ,(.1 over it, so all she has to wash is the towel.
She is a very heavy sleeper, and she doesn't sake up
while she's wetting.
--- My friend is really desperate. She's tried setting an alarm
to wake her up every three hours. She's even stopped drinking liquids at least two hours before bedtime. She's even
triestpraying. Nothing has helped.
The poor kid can't accept invitations to slumber parties
Tor fear she'll wet. How can I help her?
HER BEST FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: Tell her to ace a physician for a
thorough examination. And if the doctor can't find anything
physically wrong with her, to get a "Wee Alert Buzzer." lit
is listed in the Sears catalogue.1 That little life-saver has
- dried up more wetters lot all-ages) than anything I've ever.
heard of.
DEAR ABBY: I have worked for 10 years for the same
company. I am going to be married in June and,as you know,
wedding invitations,are very•expensive.
My fiance and I both have large families and intend to
send invitations to all our aunts, uncles, cousins. etc.
There are 500 people in my department at work, all of
whom are located on six floors of the main building.
It has become a custom for each employee who gets married to place an invitation on the bulletin board of each floor.
—
I was told that this was very tacky. Is it?
DON'T USE NAMES
DEAR DON'T: If you can't afford to send an invitation to
all the people you know and want, invite them verbally. But
tacking up an invitation as a general public announcement
for 500 people (most of whom must be strangersl seems
tacky to me.
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know what
to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters, congratulations,
how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting let,tor-iiie ineTuRed in Abby's booklet, "How To
Write Letters Tor all Occasions." Send $I and • long,
stamped 128 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
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Miss Routt Becomes Bride
Of Mr. Witten At Church

Deax-A611.
Husband's Horn
Blows Her Mind

rar

Miss Rhonda Cathryn Routt,
daughter of Lt. Col. and Mrs.
Randell G. Routt of Murray,
and David Wayne Witten, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Thurman Witten of Vine Grove, were married in a winter ceremony at
the First Baptist Church,
Sonora, with the Rev. Gary
Watkins of the Hillvue -Heights
Baptist Church, Bowling
Green,officiating.
Nuptial music was
presented by Mrs. Virginia
Ramsey, organist, Timmy
Mallard, pianist, and Bobby
Simpson, vocalist.
Bride's Dress
The bride wore a formal
gown of white seta peau defined with silk venise lace. Lace
underscored and enhanced the
molded bodice and v-neckline.
The full bishop'sleeves were
edged in narrow venise lace.
Her a-lined skirt was adorned with venise lace motifs and
narroW lace encircled the
hemline and full length train.
The bridal ensemble was
completed by a matching
venise lace can with a fingertip veil of silk illusion.She carried a silk bouquet of white
carnations, baby's breath,
blue roses, and small purple
highlights.
Patty Hill_ _of___Cotenial
Heights, Va., served as
matron of honor. The
bridesmaids were Mary Jane
Elmore of Middlesboro and
Lora Ann Oliphant of
Mr. and rs. Datid Ii avne Witten
Noblesville, Ind. The flower
girl was Allyson Routt, sister ford Routt of Murray. They Grove,Quannah Malloy of Edof the bride.
wore matching silver tucks. dyville, Susan Mathews of
The attendants carried mat- with boutonnieres of whitt Lexington, and Robin Rowen
ching silk flower ar- carnations and baby's breath.A of Colonial Heights, Va.
rangements enhanced with
Ushers were Danny Witten, • Presiding . at the gdest
light wine r.Ibbon.
of howling Green and Joe
egisterwas Sheila-Simpson of
The groom wore long tail 'Oliphant of Hodgenville.
---•
Alvaton.
acsilver tucks with matching
Reception
Mrs. Witand
new
Mr.
The
cessories. His boutonniere
A reception was held followwas a blue rose with a touch of ing the ceremony in the ten are now residing in Bowling Green.
baby's breath.
fellowship ball of the church.
Jeff Rogers of Vine Grove
Mrs. Betty Witten was the
was the best man. The coordinator. Serving the
groomsmen were Larry Wit- guests were Mila Sledge of
ten of Vine Grove and Stan- Alvaton, Rita Conover of Vine

HEALTH
Impotence is a symptom
Lawrence t Lamo M D
MOW

DEAR DR. LAMB - My
problem may be psychological but I would like to say that
I had an mjury to my left side
and back about eight years
ago when I fell from a ladder
My wife was very patient
with me after my fall but our
sexual activities were far
from satisfactory and I had no
ntrol over when I would
ve an erection or when I
was able to have an orgasm.
My wife passed away and I
had no sexual desire thereafter. However, last spring I met
and married a lovely lady
who was cognizant of my condition but the problem is still
with me. I have no idea when
I can have an erection and I
still cannot have an orgasm.
I'm 62 and my wife is 60.
There's quite a bit of patience
and understanding by both
parties. I seem to be incapable of producing semen since
the accident and I want to
know if there's anything that
can be done to start the. process again.
DEAR READER - You
should not conclude that your
problem is psychological.
Even men who are impotent
on a psychological basis can
-stilt have orgasms and do
form Semen. The same is true
of men who are impotent on
the basis of diabetes. Part of
the explanation here is that
the nerve mechanisms that
control erection are some-from-the-samenerve mechanisms that are
responsible for an orgasm.
As I've said many times
before in this column, impotence is a symptom. It's really
not something to be grossly
ashamed about, any more
than you'd be ashamed of having a broken arm.
It's true that impotence can
be caused by psychological
factors.. It can also be caused
by anything, which interferes
with the nerve- mechanism
that controls the mechanics of
erection. It can also be caused
by circulatory changes and it
can be, but seldom is, influenced by hormone changes in

i

Evans & Fike Wedding
Planned Here Monday
Plans have been finalized for
the wedding of Miss Debra Sue
Evans, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. R C. Evans of Murray
Route 3, to Anthony Lamar
Face, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Fike of Murray.
The ceremony will take place
on Monday, March 10, at 7 p.m.
at the Sugar Creek Baptist Cbur-

cti, located on the Old Faxon
School Road.
A reception will follow at the
Community Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples hank,
North_12th and Chectnie Streets,
Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Sallie Bingham,
distiaguished Kentucky
novelist, short story writer
and playwright, will read
from her works at Murray
State University on Tuesday
evening, March 4.
Sponsored by the Department of English at Murray
State, the program will begin
at 7:30 p.m. in Room 423 of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
It is open to the public at no
admission charge.

p.

Save
up to 35% on

Special Progranis
Presented. Poplar
Spring Singers
The Poplar Spring hppli:S..
Gospel singers
Church
-presented special music for
the patients at Westview
Nursing home and the Long
Term Care Unit of the Murray
Calloway County Hospital and
residents at Fern. Terrace
Lodge for the month of
February.
Mrs. Louise Short played
the piano for the singers who
were Ronnie Adams,Earl Van
Natter, Salone Pittman, Sue
Campbell, Ruby Fannin, Otis
Lovins, Clayborn McCuiston,
Laurene McCuiston, Murial
Wright, Robbie Paschall,
Mildred Thompson, Lottie
McCuiston, Tonia Morgan,
Bobby Cook, Wanda Morgan,
Clif Campbell, and Shirley
Werts.
The devotions were by
Ronnie Adams who read
Pslams 17, and the _closing
prayer was by Earl Van
Natter at Westview and the
hospital.
Adams piay44 tho-- guitar- and song- ...The...01cL
Rugged Cross" as he gave the
devotion at Fern Terrace
Lodge, Otis Lovins led the
closing prayer.

Cotswold

Royal Doulton
Fine China
Save up to 35% on lovely Royal Douiton Fine China.
Our full line of 65-piece, 32-piece, 4-piece and all
completer items are on sale now at 25% to 35% off.
Lighthearted patterns; and deceptively robust — it
carries a full two-year warranty! You can bake in It
and wash it in the automatic dishwasher. . . and
Royal Doulton guarantees to replace, at no charge
to you, any piece chipped, crocked or broken
during two years normal home use. Come in and
see our exciting Royal Doulton Fine China collectianl
Member of American Gem Society

AT,S)

301 Broadway, handl.Ky. 442-3564
1

for the price of one!
Every /4ednesday Sight
our complete chopped beef
steak dinner is specially priced at /Dinners for the price of 1...
only I:* on
.a great value worth
going overboard for.
tiostiAti

Tea
•

arta

US 141 North - Murray, Ky.

MR. EMPLOYER

WE KNOW YOU'RE CONCERNED ABOUT . . .

RISING WORKERS'COMPENSATION COSTS

SO ARE WE!!
POLITICALLY PRESSURED

LEGISLATIVE ACTION AS A RESULT OF
DISTORTED INFORMATION WOULD ONLY
INCREASE INSURANCE COMPANY PROFITS.

1Novelist To
'Read Work!‘
, •••

the male
for everyone but they are useI .. am sending you The ful in some cases
Health Letter number 3-12.
DEAR DR LAMB
is at
Impotence. Other readers who true that if a woman gets
want this issue can send 75 pregnant by a drug addieicor
cents with a long, stamped. junkie that her baby will NCO'
self-addressed envelope for it fer a withdrawal or will the
Sendyour request to me. in baby have-this firoblern even
care of this newspaper. P.O. if the mother is not a junkie'
Box 1551, Radio City Station.
No. the
DEAR.READER
New York, NY 10019. It will baby will not have the probdiscuss this problem in great- lem of drug addictioa if the
er detail for you.
father is a junkie There may
I would like for you to see a be some drugs that affect the
him
evalugood urologist. Let
-chromostimes in the sperm
ate you for your combined cells but I don't believe
problem of impotence and enough studies really have
inability to have an orgasm. been done on this. If the
Finally, you should know that mother uses drugs or alcohol,
there are implantable devices the baby may develop an
today that can be used in addiction to these drugs and
selected cases-to relieve the will have withdrawal sympproblem of impotence. Such toms and perhaps other probprocedures are not indicated lems.

ASK YOURSELF THESE QUESTIONS!
• ARE YOU WILLING to take away Benefits from your Injured Employees who will have
to endure the pain and loss of bodily or mental function for the rest of their lives -without knowing how much PROFIT the INSURANCE Companies are MAKING on YOUR
PREMIUM DOLLAR?
• DO YOU CARE whether or not- the InsUrance Companies need a HALF BILLION in reserves?
• DOES IT MAKE A DIFFERENCE TO YOU — if Insurance Companies EARN INTEREST ON
ALL THOSE RESERVES — but do not take those earnings into consideration in having
premiums set by the NCCI?
• DOES IT MAKE A DIFFERENCE TO YOU that the classification change for your Employees
can (or may already have) caused your Premium Rates to increase? Did you know that
classification change is presently unregulated by our State?
• DOES IT MAKE A DIFFERENCE TO YOU that there has been no State Audit of the NCC1
(The Insurance Companies' own Rate Setting Organization) since at least 1954V
• DOES IT MAKE A DIFFERENCE TO YOU that the 12 States offering Competitive Sfate providers provide premium rates 20 to 30% lower than private insurance companies?
• IF YOU LOST YOUR LEG in an accident would you consider that to be a Significant Injury?
If you answered yes to any FACTUAL INQUIRY, then you have joined the ranks of other
concerned EMPLOYERS who want these questions answered and who want and deserve
to have their premiums reduced.
ENCOURAGE THE
PASSAGE OF HJR 24
ordering an Actuarial Study and
Audit.

ENCOURAGE THE
PASSAGE OF HB 349
which establishes an alternative source for your Worker's Compensation coverage through a Competitive State Provider.

DISCOURAGE THE PASSAGE OF HB 532
All other advertising — to the contrary — HB 532 is not fair to the injured employee. The TOTALLY DISABLED employee injured July 1, 1980, and receiving $165 per week in benefits would have less thast
$143.55 spendable income in 1981; $124.89 in 1982; $108.65 in 1983, etc. Deflation during inflation.
HB 532 provisions for eliminating benefits presently paid during disability for permanent partial disability
is not cutting out benefits for minor injuries. It will cut out practically all benefits for losing an eye, severing
a hand, rupturing a disc — in fact it eliminates most benefits for an injury if the employee is able to
return to any type of job! It strips all benefits from the widow and orphans, if they happened to be
working and not receiving more than 50% of their support from the employee killed on the job.
Neither you as on employer and human being, nor your employees, nor organized labor can condone
this retreat to the jungle's darkness.
SHARE YOUR OPINION
WRITE

Reptesentnt,e 1 R Groy, Chcormon
.
:0
r t
HouirEcirM .
Ker,:cky
C'Pool
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
Pmd for by the K.,,ucky State AFL CIO
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Senntot Georg.° POwef , Chaanton
5,nGte 1ob,, ond -Tnctuftty Commatee
Kentucky Some Conool
fronklett, Kentucky 40601
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Business Mirror

Federal Competition
Threatens Businesses
$10 billion a year, the report says.
These ventures range from travel
agencies to laboratory testing services,
and from retailing to day-care centers.
The task force was particularly
critical of the US. Postal Service,
which is initiating its own express mail
service. -This move would compete
with small couriers nationwide and
'WOuld cost $1 million in advertising
alone, but only produce . $250,000 in
revenues during the first year," the
study said.
It also blasted the U.S. military
change systems, which conduct about
$9 billion a year in business.
These exchanges were created to provide necessities to isolated posts for
low-paid military personnel. But now,
the exchanges are frequently patronized by retired officers and dependents
and many others who might not need
such subsidized benefits, the report
says.
Witnesses testifying at task force
hearings said, virtually no consumer
product is exempt from sale at these exchanges, which are situated in many
areas that are anything but isolated.
The task force concluded that private
local businesses are'undercut by these
exchanges which, under exemptions
from antitrust laws, can purchase merchandise directly from manufacturers
at lower costs., .
The study also noted that military exchanges are exempt. from charging
sales tax and can establish deferred
payment plans at little or no interest.
Eds: John Cunniff is on vacation.

By GLENN RTIT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — -The federal
government today is the largest electric power producer, the largest insurer, the largest lender, the largest
landlord, the largest warehouse
operator, the largest shipowner and the
largest truckfleet operator.
"For a country which is the citadel
and the world's principal exponent of
private enterprise and individual in.. -itiative, this is rather an amazing list."
'That statement was made in 1954 by
Rowland R.,. Hughes, President
Eisenhower'sthlef budget adviser.
The list has grown considerably since
then, with bewildering implications for
this country's small businesses, says a
justreleased study prepared for the.
Carter actministration.
That study conclades that small
business could gain more than $2 billion
and taxpayers could save nearly $3
billion if the federal government didn't
compete so heavily against private
companies.
±'At a time when small businessfaces
- unprecedented problems with_inflation,
high interest rates, regulation and
capital formation, it comes as a shock .
to find that one of the gravest threats to
small business comes from its own
government," says Dale Nelson, a _Des
Moines, Iowa businessman who chaired
the Task Force on Government Competition.
Currently, the federal government
engages in more than 21,000-commercial and industrial activities at a cost of

Letters To The Editoi•

Supports DAV Chapter
I know that the Korean and Vietnam
veterans have questions that .need
answered. Weldon Thomas will help all
veterans to open new claims, or to open
old claims. You do not need to be a
member of the D.A.V. to seek such
help, or to ask questions. We realize
that there are forces at work to take
away many of the benefits the veteran
has managed to secure. The D.A.V. will
fight to keep what we have.
A service officer realizes the
veterans problems. Quite a few involve the widow of a veteran, or the
needs
husbandwhose
wife
hospitalization etc.
Lest we forget: We have many fallen
comrades, 2/
1
4 million of them, who
gave their lives in order that we can
enjoy the freedom in this great country
of ours that we now enjoy, but is being
threatened at the present time. Lets not
:forget the Korean and Vietnam
veterans who have contributed just as
much.
I am appealing to veterans of all
wars, especially those Veterans from
the. Korean and Vietnam wars to join
this great organization. Disabled
American Veterans Murray Chapter
No. 50.
They meet the fourth Thursday of
every month at the American Legion
Hall 101 S.6th Street at 7:00 p.m. Joe W.
Smith the Commander, along with
Weldon Thomas,Service Officer can be
reached at 753-6660.
Alex Pall
Rt. 3, Murray.

To The Editor:
I recently moved to Murray from
New Mexico, and am very happy to be
part of your community, and Murray
should be proud of its contribution to
the past wars. Kentucky holds a great
distinction of many fallen heroes who
have fought and gave their lives, so we
may be free.
I want to thank a great service
organization for the wonderful work
they are doing for all our Veterans and
their families. I am referring to your
local chapter of the Disabled American
Veterans (D.A.V.) Chapter No. 50.
The commander is Joe W. Smith, and
he is doing a wonderful job, along with
_the rest of his officers. He also has a
very capable D.A.V. State Service
officer, Weldon Thomas, who is doing a
commendable job helping veterans.

Inflation
On The Air
Editor,
Since the topic of inflation is of
general interest these days, many may
be interested to know that, on this
Friday evening at eight o'clock, the
Public Broadcasting System will carry
a one-hour program on inflation. This
program will feature Professor Milton
Friedman who is a Nobel laureate for
his work on our monetary system and
inflation.
This program can be seen on channel
9 by those who have Cable-1;V and on
channel 21 by those who do not have
Cable-TV.
James F. Thompson
Murray, Ky.

Bible Thought
And he said unto me, Son of man,
stand upon thy feet, and I will speak
unto thee. — Ezekiel 2:1.

Thoughts
Season
By Ken Wolf
Those of us given to much talk would
do well to heed this bit of advice, attributed to the Chinese sage Confucius
and found in Book IV of the Analects:
The Master said, In the old days a
man kept a bold on his words,
fearing the disgrace that would
ensue should he fail to keep pace
with them.
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A prophet Must be about the Lord's
business. So must we arise to our feet
and be prepared to do the Lord's bidding.

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum_ for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles • to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings__ on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
kaririialia-kelaiia'1.491i1der feels that the issue'

ort

'the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
-an authored article On Whatever that
topic Might be.

Looking Back

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

John Ed Scott, local weather
observer, said 1.80 inches of rain have
been recorded here for the month oi
March.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Daisy
Lee Ferguson, 29, Ted McCarty, 33,
Danny Fj,sky, 17, and Arthur L. Baugh,
81.
Raye Hornsby, Ed Moore, and Ricky
Lowe, all of Murray, were among the
Eagle Scouts presented plaques at the
Recognition Event held at the Merit
Clubhouse, Mayfield, by the Four
Rivers Boy Scout Council.
First place winners in the contests
held by the Murray Woman's Club were
Lee Ann Reed, piano; Cindy Steele,art;
Bob Span -senior high essay; Connie
Lawson, junior high essay; Denise
Grogan,art; Donna Carpenter,sewing;
Beth Wilson, junior high poetry; Tripp
Thurman,senior high poetry.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Ross celebrated
their 60th wedding anniversary on Feb.
V with a reception held at their home
on Murray Route 2 near Stella.
John T. Irvan was auctioneer for the
annual auction held by the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club, according to Mrs. Charles Shuffett,
finance chairman.
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The Way To Go To A Ball Game
In A Snowstorm Is In A Bus
I know. -Today, I had promised to share with
you some more of Mrs. Bella Gibbs
-Jenkins' recollections of life in Murray
in the 1920s and 30s, but I'm going to let
that simmer on a back burner for the
time being. I want to tell you the story
of a bunch of real, dyed-in-the-wool
Murray State basketball fans.
If you had told me when I woke up
Saturday.morning and looked out into
that raging blizzard that I would be in 6
Diddle Arena in Bowling Green that
afternoon yelling for the Racers in that
OVC championship game, I would have'
rung for the men in white and had you
carted off to Western State Hospital.
I had tickets to the game — three of
them, in fact — but I have driven in
enough snowstorms in my day to know

thati_wanted_no part of that_one._ The
loss of $15 in tickets would have been a
small price to pay for the comforts of
home under such circumstances.
++++++
The board of regents meeting at 9
a.m. that day at the university's
veterinary laboratory at Hopkinsville
already had been postponed, and I had
mushed my way to the office to notify
the news* media _of the .postponement,
leaving the family burrowed deep in
their covers.
About 9:30 a.m. we were just
finishing breakfast when Leroy
Eldridge called" "Are you ready to
go?" he eicitecily asked. "Go where?"
I replied. "Why, to Bowling Green?
Where else!" he exclaimed. I thought
he had been out in the cold too king
feeding his cattle and that it had 'affected his brain.
"Why, I'm not going to Bowling
Green in this stuff" I replied. "Yes yoti
are, too," he went on, "and Kate and I
will be by in 20 minutes to pick you up!"
"Leroy, you must be crazy!" I went
t get to Bowling Green in
Yeoathe
ucarn;"
on.
this"w

"Oh, yes we can!" he went on.
"There's a bus leaving from Winslow
Cafeteria in 30 Minutes, and I already
have made reservations on it for you
and Cathryn and Jeffrey! It'll only cost
you $91-"
"Per each?" I asked, mentally
calculating a $27 bus ride. "No!" he
exclaimed. "$9 for the three of you. It's
$3 apiece. Mao! You can't drive to
Cadiz and back for that!" He was right.
I can't.
At 10 a.m. — 20 minutes liter — we
.---.—were at Winslow Cafeteria with Leroy
-+-**-++4-4-#4--++++44-4+-+++++++-.4-4-+4-+•-•4-•-•-+••++4-44-++
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The union at the l'slurray Manufacturing Company negotiated
a successful working agreement with plant officials which provided
substantial wage increases, seniority rights, paid vacations and union
job security provisions, much to the dismay of the conservative
business community. Another cheerful announcement was forthcoming from the state that $100,000 would be expended to upgrade
rural roads during the year of 1948. City of -Murray business men
agreed t9 close stores for the second year on Thursday afternoons
during May, June, July and August, obviously pressure originating
again with employees. Ultimately; the dosifIg arrangement fostered
growth and development of outlying districts where free parking
was available and more convenient shopping hours were established.
Radio Station WNBS went on the air the week of June 29,
1948. Radio had had a unique history in Calloway County, beginning with the transmission of the human voice by Nathan B. Stubblefield at the beginning of the century: The second occasion of
radio voice transmission originating in Murray was from a band
of amateur broadcasters with a "studio" in the Ryan Building at
the northwest corner of North 4th and Main streets. broadcasts
began at 10 a. m. and concluding transmission at midnight with
Sam Yongue, Wilton - Bucy, Velyin Allbritten and Charles Ryan
composing the broadcasting staff. Programming included music,
advertising, weather forecasting, reading the news from the weekly
newspapers and gabbing court square gossip. Charles was the disc
jockey and Velvin the weather and news prognosticator. Although
business was flourishing during the station's short tenure in 1926,
a free for all fracas in the studio, originating with college radio
enthusiasts, ended in- a, general cussing ordeal with the mike left
wide open. Consequently, the station was ordered to shut down
for good by a federal communications agency which noted the
gager beavers were operating without a federal license. Nat Ryan
Sr., owner of the building, who generously provided free second
flo_ctspcJ Aget
.);_tlie,rasp*4iccthe;,street.. loweted ,his
Amt
.,e4rjessvjth ;Ilig_preciidion...ara,b,or..,Taylor would sermon. the
following Sunday 'on the subject, "Ryan and Allbritten going to
hadees. over a radio." WNBS, however, has been going strong
through the years.

To Be Continued
.

and Kate. after throwing ourselves
together, arranging for a substitute
carrier for Jeff's Ledger & Times route
and giving Prissy, the dog, an extra
helping of breakfast to hold her for the
day.
++++++
At Winslow we found two girls — Lisa
Marcellini and Donna Desilets and both
Murray State students from Louisville
— had taken it upon themselves to get a
bus out of Paducah and fill it up with
students and fans,
It turned out to be the way to go on
such a miserable day, weatherwise. It
could well btthe way we all will go to
away games in the future with the
gasoline prices going as they are.
Along with us and also waiting to
board the bus were: Bob and Rachel
Hendon, Will Ed and Jane Stokes, their
daughter, Tern, and her husband,
Jimmy Futrell, Robert H. and Gladys
Etherton, Bob Etherton, Maned Vinson, Jeff. Green and his girl friend and
about 29 enthusiastic students. You
should have seen Robert H. Etherton in
his blue and gold sock cap and and his
jacket with "Murray State" in big
letters on the back.
The bus was an hour and 15 minutes
late arriving, but at 11:20 a.m. a big
roar went up from its passengers as it
rumbled out onto Chestnut and headed
for Bowling Green with game time only
two hours and 45 minutes away.
++++++
That was the qUietest bus ride I ever
took as all eyes were riveted down the
aisle on the icy road ahead, but by 12:35
p.m.,. our driver, James Copeland of
Reidland, had us in Hopkinsville. Will
Ed lit up his pipe and confidently
proclaimed: "We're gonna make it!
We're gonna make it!"
. _
At 1:44 p.m., we were at Auburn, still
10 or 12. miles out of Bowling Green.
They were beginning to introduce the
players. "Drag it out, announcer! Drag
it out!" someone yelled from the back
of the bus, and every time a Murray
player was introduced a big yell would
go up inside the bus just as if we were
courtside. We even stood up and sang
the national anthem when it was
played.
Discharged at the arena's front door,
we were in our seats within minutes — a
hot dog in one hand and a Pepsi in the
other. The score was knotted at 4-4.
From then on, you know the story of
the game. We were on Cloud 9 at
halftime with that I2-point lead and
then watched in absolute disbelief as it
melted away in that Western din.
, Afterwards, we were virtually the
last to leave the parking lot because two
of the students apparently decided to
return to Murray with friends and went
off without telling Lisa or Donna. We
were reluctant to go off without them
and spent 45 minutes looking for them
before the motion was made, seconded
and approved that we leave.
Just as we" were about to leave,
however, one of the Murray
cheerleaders —a husky young fellow —
appeared in the front of our bus and
with his eyes sort of misty said, "We
thank you folks for coming! We really
appreciate your support!"
Then holding up an index finger, he
loudly proclaimed, "But they're still
No.I in our hearts,aren't they!" A roar
went up from our group as he waved
and bounded over to the cheerleaders'
and pep band's bus nearby.
++++++
With Kentucky plaiting MU on
television that night, the motion was
' made, seconded and overwhelmingly
approved that we go home non-stop so
those who follow the Wildcats could see
the game.
We Were back in Murray at 8 p.m.
-!--we bad been on-hand-for-that- historic'
game.That's the way to go to a game —
especially on a wintry, snowy day like
Saturday — on a bus with a bunch of
nice, personable people.
And you can't beat the price!

An airport for Murray and Calloway
County was approved today and $45,000
has been allocated in Congress for the
construction of the facility, according
to Buford ljurt, airport board chairman. An access road will be constructed from the Penny Road.
-the-airport -site-.
Highway -783,to
Donna Ruth Grogan, senior at Murray High School and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Grogan, has been named
a finalist in the 1959-60 National Merit
Scholarship Corp.Program, according
to Fred Schultz,school principal.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Maude
Sliger,61.
The second annual Contemporary
Arts Festival at Murray State College
will begin March 6 and continue
through .,April 3, according to Prof.
Neale Meson, head of the festival committee.
South Marshall beat Murray High
and Benton beat New Concord in games
of the Fourth District Basketball Tournament here. High team scorers were
Wilkins for South Marshall, Robertson
for Murray High, Morgan for Benton,
and Curd for New Concord.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
John R. Imes, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Howard, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
W. D. McKinney,a girl-to Mr. and Mrs
Norris Rowland', and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. E. W. Thorn.

3() Years .-1g.o
A meeting will be held at-Almo High
School on March 6 to discuss the matter
. of getting federal assistance to dredry
Clark's River.
Deaths reported include Raymond
Hatcher, J. T. (Tom I Merton,'30,
William F. Poyner, 87, and Mrs. Crete
Love,77.
Two Murray High School students,
Pat Darnell and 0. B. Boone, Jr., are
attending the Fourth Anntini World'Affairs Institute at Cincinnati, Ohio,
through the courtesy of the Murray
Rotary Club.
Winona Lewis, sixth grade student at
Almo High School, won the $3 merchandise prize awarded this week in the
Safety Slogan Contest,sponsored by the
Calloway County Parent-Teacher
Association. Her slogan was "The moment of safety-or the life of a child."
Sharpe beat Almo, Murray High beat
Hazel, Hardin beat Calvert City, and
Murray Training beat New Concord in
games of the Fourth District Basketball
Tournament here. High team scorers
were Barrett for Sharpe, Miller for
Almo, Jeffrey for Murray High, Taylor
for Hazel, Gardner for Hardin,Solomon
for Calvert City, Outland for Murray
Training,and Steele for New Concord.
Winesap,apples are listed as selling
for $2.79 for a bushel at Kroger.
TO:Clay,

History

By The AssOeiated Press
Today is Tuesday, March 4, the 64th
day of 1980. There are 302 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On March 4, 1933, President Franklin
Roosevelt launched the "New Deal"
in his first inauguration speech.
On this date:
In 17,89, the first U.S. Congress convened in New York's federal hall, but it
had to adjourn for lack of a quorum.
In 1972, the Soviet Union signed an
agreement with Libya to jointly
develop and refine Libyan oil, a move
seen as a pressure tactic against
western oil companies.
Ten years ago, a French submarine
with 57 aboard was lost after an underwatej explosion in the Mediterrean Sea
off the Riviera.
Five years ago, West German
political leader Peter Lorenz was
released by kidnappers, one day after
Bonn freed five imprisoned radicals
and flew them to South Yemen.
Last year, the Chinese-Vietnam POW
flitt enteredie third iieek,.#60'reLoortiii
from Peking- indicating that China was
preparing to pull back over the birder,
Thought for today: To be conscious
that you are ignorant is a great step to
knowledge. — Benjamin Disraeli (18041881)
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By BARBARA MAYER
Neissiegeges
Oriental-style rugs are by far
the best-selling area rugs.
They account for as much as
70 percent of the total American market, according to one
wholesaler.
But consumers looking for a
new Oriental will quickly come
to realize that choosing Which
rug to buy can be a confusing
business.
First of all, sonic new, used,
antique I at least 100 years old)
and semi-antique at least 40
years old ) Orientals are in
great demand, not only as decorative home furnishings, but
also as objects of investment,
thus confusing the consumer as
- -to approximate values.
Secondly, a shopper will soon
discover that, even leaving out
the antique and used rugs entirely, new Oriental-style area
rugs range widely in price from
about $4,000 for a fine quality,
- wool,imported,9-by-12-foot size,
approximately, to as little as
$100 or $200 for a printed, domestic, synthetic fiber rug. '
Rather than give up, consumers should.realize which of
two types of Oriental area-rug
customer they are and then
take appropriate action A
number of experts noted that
the two types include those who
are buying mainly fur decorative reasons -- because they
—
like the look of an Or
and those who are buying
mainly -with an eye toward investment.
If you are looking for investment, put yourself in the
hands of a specialist, or, even,
better, acquire enough knowledge yourself to make sure
your investment is worthwhile,
through reading books on the
subject, attending auctions and
shopping around.
However, if you are buying
mainly for decorative reasons,
easyour task..A.eonsiderably •eas-.
ier. After shopping a bit, establish the amount you can spend
and then you will Imo* approximately what sort of rug
you can afford.
There are few, if any, labeling recnifirements in the Orien___Ialarea-ruitlield. says.Charles
Rostov, New York importer.
So, shopping at a reliable retail

stare — whether it's a floor=_.
covering specialist, or a furnitdre department or a furniture
store — is one way to maximize your chances of getting
accurate, honest information.
If you don't understand a
salesclerk's explanations about
the origin of a rug, its contents
and its features, ask to speak
to the manager, rug buyer or
store owner, if necessary, Rostov suggests.
According to Rostov, Chinese
rugs are outselling rugs from
Iran and are becoming the No.
1 carpet import into the United
States.
One reason why Chinese rugs
are now on the upswing is that
the Chinese are eager to expand their market and have
been increasingly styling their
- rugs to suit the American taste,
he says.
'When I first went to China
in 1972, I found rugs that were
styled for the European market
where florals and Aubusson designs are highly prized. Americans prefer more classical Chinese designs, such as Ming
rugs, as well as clearer, brighter colors, than the Europeans.
After a few ysars of not listening, the Chinese began to
change their designs and immediately their rugs became more
appealing here," he adds.
Nowadays, Oriental-style
area rugs sold in the U.S. are
made in a number of countries
besides China and Iran, including India and Pakistan in
the Far East, Belgium, France
and West Germany in Europe
and in the United States, where
both fine-quality Orientals and
inespensive__riw,s.are being
made

Regardless of„where they
originate, fine Oriental-style
rugs have several 'factors in
conunon. They are of wool
which is washed several times
to remove impurities and then
dyed in small lots. After being
knotted or woven or needle tufted the three major processes
of manufacture) the rugs are
washed again to mellow the
dyes.
Hand knotting in the timehonored way is still the best
and, purists insist, the only way
to produce a true Oriental rug.
However, several processes of
manufacture - that take less
time and are, consequently, less expensive are also em-,played both domestically and in
other countries. A process invented in the United States and
then exported to China and other countries is a needle-tufting
method in which a tool is used
to bind the wool yarn to a backing. Such rugs — frequently doscribed as being "hand-tufted"
or "hand-made" tas opposed to
"hand knotted") — may cost
half as much as the traditionally-made Orientals.
In this country, fine quality
Oriental-style area rugs are
sometianes woven on large Axminster looms. Other processes,.some of which employ considerable automation, are also
in use here.
And several of these processes in combination with synthetic yarns have been used to turn
out inexpensive, yet good looking, mass-produced, Oriental
style rugs that sell for from
about $60 to 1200.-book for such
rugs in the area-rug depart- 17
ment in a large furniture or
floor-riaverings stare or
partment store.
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"Maison D'Orleans" is the latest addition to Mannincjton's
Aristocon collection. featuring a no-wax finish and JUT88 wear layer. Color selections include bleached linen,
pure Cream, burnt "orange...beige with apricot end earth
brown It is available in six- and 12-toot widths for seamless
installations in most rooms.
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Transforming a dreary. unusea basement space into a
-ctizy work corner
have to be an expensive decorating project. With, a_little
ingenuity and a modest budget. you can create a private
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many years or just a couple of
months.
. The two methods of coloring
There are four basic ways to
concrete while it is being
color concrete. Two apply to ' poured or before it has set are
lecMimics during _construction._ _ _ usually called integral -mixing
two for use on old concrete,
and Ousting. Those used on old
which may have been there
concrete are simple staining
Nand painting, similar to the familiar procedures for coloring
wood.
Coloring pigment for integral
mixing is added to portland cement while all the ingredients
are being mixed. Or you can
buy a ready mix with color in
By ANDY LAM,
lace smooth in a shorter period
it, although this is seldom in
AP Newsfeatures
of time, but it must be used
Stock at retail establishments
carefully to prevent cutting too
and must be ordered specially.
be
not
should
water
Also,
fast.
Coloring pigment, must be
Q. — An old house we bought
with
even
and,
shellac
on
used
added in precise amounts if you
recently is made of brick arid
not be
want an exact shade. In that
stohe. fl has no insulation and o Other materials, should
left in one spot more than a
event, it is wise to do a little
we were told that, it does not
niinute• or so. Oil sometimes
tasting first, being certain to
need any. because these condoesn't all rub in properly and
write down the amount used in
struction materiala keep out the
should be wiped at Ogee if there
each sample. To speed the curcold. We have had some cold
appears to be a residue.
ing process to get a true color,
days and have used quite a bit
oven-dry the sample. In adding
of fuel to keep the house warm.
pigment to the mixture, be sure
It seems we used less fuel in
Q. — I am redoing one of our
to stir everything well before
our former house, which had
clothes closets so that there is
adding the required amount of
wooden shingles, even though
more usable space in it. I inwater.
the temperatures then were
tend to use two upper shelves,
lower. couTdThiskirone longer than the other,-with—
Dusting is done with a powA. — It not only could be so,
der ,after the concrete slab or
an open cabinet-like series of
it is. Insulation is even more
walkway or,.whatever has been
short shelves down the center
necessary when the walls are
of the closet. There will be a
floated, edged and grooved.
brick, stone or any kind of maclothes rod on one side of the
The dusting powder can be pursonry than it is in houses with
closet for long garments and
chased in the color you want or
wooden walls.
two clothes rods, one above the
mixed in by you. When 'the
other, for shorter-length clothes
powder hasbten sifted onto the
other
know
I
on
side.
exale
surface', go over the concrete
Q. — I am having my first
• tightly .with_a wood or magne-experience— with—_weit.ar-dry___itc* how I want it to look arid
it,
of
have
a
made
rough sketch
sium float, then dust a second
sandpaper. I seem to be doing
but I am not sure how high the
time and, again lightly, use any
reasonably well with it, but have
the
from
be
should
clothes rods
metal trowel.
tun Into some conflicang opinme?
help
you
Can
floor.
ions about whether to use lubrOn old concrete, use a stain
generally
A. — Clothes rods
icating oil or water with the
made specifically for concrete,
8
feet
5
and
feet
5
are between
sandpaper. Can you tell me
although it is possible to get an
inches from the flocfr, but you
which is correct?
adequate result with a solventdespecially
are producing a
A. — Wood .finishers have
type wood stain. Chlorinated
to
'arrangement
signed closet
their favorite lubricants for use
rubber paint is especially good
suit the requirements of your
with this kind of sandpaper.
for concrete floors, along with
somebody
of
family or, at least,
From personal experience, I
several other types marked for
in it. Therefore, the rods should
know that water gets the surthat purpose. For very heavy
acwill
they
whale
be placed
foot and auto traffic, epoxy
The
needs.
commodate those
paint is excellent, but more es.
highest rod on one side, for inpensive. Do not use portland-celev5-foot
a
at
be
might
stance,
ment paint on floors, but it is
el, but only if that level handles
fine for indoor walls and, in
will
that
garment
-the longest
most cases, the least expensive.
be hung on the rod. Leave open
It should be used only over
space at the bottom if somebare concrete.
thing is to be placed there. The
A vital point in the painting
be
should
side
other
the
rods on
of old concrete is proper prepaplaced accordingly. When
ration of the surface, just as it
measuring, be sure to take into
hangers as well as---- is with the painting of anything.
-mown
The concrete must be thoroughthe garments.
ly cleaned. As with wood, the
surface can be painted if.it alQ. — Will a mixture of houseready has paint on it that is
hold bleach and ammonia lightsolidly attached. If the paint is
en raw wood'
peeling, it must be sanded.
A. — Never, under any cirWhen making any concrete,
cumstances, mix ammonia and
or not, the use of excolored
bleach. The combination gives
will weaken the finwater
cess
try
off deadly fumes. You can
Follow the direcproduct.
ished
The new—and very reliablehousehold bleach alone, but for
on the cement or readytions
4 8 Dick 990 plain paper copa really good job, you'll need a
mix package or use just enough
leocompares to equipment costcommercial bleach sold in
ing 50% more
water
to make the mixture
hardware stores.
The 990 has all of the most
workable.
wanted teaturet ot machines
cosine 50% more—including
(The techniques of using var(Do-it-yourselfers will find
the versatility to make I1'« 17'
much helpful material in Andy
nish, lacquer, shellac, bleach,
copies copy on both sides of
Lang's handbook, "Practical
stain, remover, etc., are depaper and use most any land
Home Repairs," available by
tailed in Andy Lang's booklet,
of paper including overhead
sending $1.50 to this paper at
"Wood Finishing in theHoine,"
transoo,
Box 5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.)
which can be obtained by sending 50 cents PLUS a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope to Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, N:Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest
116 NORTH 7TH •
will be answered in the column,
but individual correspondence
247-5912
MAYFIELD
cannot be undertaken.)
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures

TURN DRAB BASEMENT SPACE INTO
USEFUL WORK OR HOBBY AREA

SECOND FLOOR

0.1011/411.0 $1/1•1

PLAN
3,

your hobby or avocation.
Such a space could be
turned into an attrac-tive art
Studio or sewing room. Or
you-might want to escape
there to write-The "great
American novel" or just to

debris from sew ing or crafts
projects.
- %circa a vitt si-mrpie-pattern, such as ‘laison DOrleans. Irian the Ansi.icon collection. which u ill blend well
with other design elements
and not distract from the
work at hand.
Nest.cover the walls. Paint
may do the trick: But an,esen
better disguise for concrete
or old plaster-walls is sheet
rock. Put your artistic talents
to work by designing a super
graphic. If you're not that
artistic, a large compass and
masking tape will simplify
the project.
II it's-a windowless.subteranean emironment. )07.)01
ant to get rid-of that closed
in feeling. A piece of plexiglaas with a light behind it
\l ill create a window effect.
[his will open up the room
and also provide a source of
soft, diffused light in which.
to work. Hang a plant in front
of the."window" and the
effect is complete.
Use cork board on another
wall surface for bulletin Kurd
space on Which to pin reminders or Show off projects.
Whether you are an artist
or not, a drawing table will
senv as a useful work space.
and it's less expensive than a
desk. An unfinishecistool ca_n
be-stained or painted to match
the super graphic.

straighten out the budget.
Whatever your inclination,
design a room that Will be
comfortable and easy to work
in. First, cover those hard.
unyielding concrete floors.
A resilient sheet floor from
Mannington Mills will mean
easy care for many years. i niche where you can produce
You don't want to spend your
your "masterpiece."
creative time cleaning the
For more ideas on "Dee0• floor. With Mannington's norating With the Floor in
wax easy- care finish, it's a
Mind." write to Mannington
simple matter to clean up
1ills. Inc.,'P.O. Box 30,
spilled art supplies or other
Salem. NJ 05079.

THE SECOND HOME CAN BECOME a reality by building
in stages_ With this house, the main core can
. be built first.
allowing the bedroom wing to be added later—also in stages.
Stage 1 of-Plan HAI 1+1 H has 640 square feet, Stage-2 has
404 square feet,and Stage 3'has 439 square feet- For more information write—enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope—to Homes for Living. 107-40 Queens Blvd.. Forest
Hills, N.Y. 11375.

Here's the Answer

Why pay 50%
more for a
copier than
you need to!

By EARL ARONSON
AP Newsfeatures
Within a day after they are
,flowers reach a suburban
Detroit center'from the famous
Holland auction, from Israel
and South America,from Florida, Colorado and other states
for disbursement to supermarkets and other shopping
centers.
Each Monday, Sierafor,
based at Livonia, Mich.. contacts its accounts, advises
which flowers will be available
that week and the prices. The
buyers decide their needs and
place their orders.
Johan H. Grobben, president
of Sierafor, says bulk shipments arrive by air at Chicago,
where U.S. Department of Agriculture_limmtors check them.
Then they are trucked to Livonia, pre-priced and packaged
in clear wrap and aquapack
cartons. Each Tuesday night,
Wednesday and Thursday.
trucks carry the flowers
throughout the Midwest, where
they are ready for sale the next
morning.
Michigan's Sierafor has the
benefit of 12 years of experience of Sierafor in Holland.
where up to 18,000 bouquets are
packaged hourly for shipment
to 80 countries. It strives to
maintain a steady price to the
mass merchandiser,says Grobben.
Depending on the season,
flowers include roses, chrysanthemums, lilies, sprarrarnations, orchids, daffodils.
daisies, freesia, gerbera
daisies, lilacs, iris, gladioli and
tulips. Occasionally, lessfamiliar varieties such as luiiphofia,

subsidiary of Sierafor, N.V., the
Dutch exporting cooperative.
Eventually, Grobben says, it
will expand its coverage from
the Midwest to the Eastern
seaboard, the deep South, the
Sunbelt, the Far West and Canada.
Holland's cut flower export
volume climbed from $250 -million in .1971 to $625 million in
1977, Grobben saSrs. He estimates cut flower sales in the
ALS., now about $250 million
wholesale, would grow by 50
per cent in 1982, largely by independent and chain supermarkets.
The Netherlands firm of Curver B.V., in cooperation with
floriculture specialifts, has designed a new plastic tray to exIstotite- transplanting, cultivation, storage and shipping of
cuttings.
Each tray holds 90 young carnation or chrysanthemum
plants, is 19.5 inches long, 154.,
inches wide and 9.5 inches tall,
made of polystyrene with a
smooth surface. The bottom is
shaped to prevent plant roots
from growing out of drainage
holes, thus protecting hair roots
from damage during transplantation and shortening cultivation time.
The trays may be nested for
storage. When filled with plants
they can be stacked for ttansport. Information is available
from the Netherlands Consulate
General, 1 Rockefeller Plaza,
N.Y., N.Y., 10020.
Any queries about gardening
problems must be accompanied
by a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.)

button snake roots, alchemilla.
godetia, gina roses and aladdin
tulips will be included.
When the flowers reach the
(For Eel Aronson's —Associsupermarket, Grobben says,
ated Press Guide to House
the polyflex bunches are placed_
Plants," send $1 to House
in plastic bugicets of water with
Plants, AP Newsfeatures, 50
a nutrient aNded, then in speRockefeller Plaza, New York,
cial display boxes. Thus far, he
N.Y. 10020.1
added, the flowers have stood
up well under supermarket air
conditioning without any refrigrefrigerator's condenser
eration, even in summer. Becoils should be kept clean. Dirt
cause store personnel need Orientation, the company plans - acts as an insulator and makes
the compressor work longer to
seminars for each chain on the
keep the proper temperature.
care of cut flowers and how to
move them into consumer
Use a vacuum cleaner to pull
carts.
out the dirt.
Sierafor U.S.A., Inc., is a

Redwood Gazebo Extends Deck
To Become An Outdoor Room

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Et
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
elkililES OF WOODWORKING
.NEW KITCHEN CABTIVET TOPS
•CABINET HARDWARE
Also
•CUSTOM BUILT KITCHEN CABINETS OR, GIVE YOUR OL
CABINETS A NEW FACE LIFT WITHOUT TEARING THEM OUT
1212 Mein, Murray, Ky., 753-5940

.•••••••-

Extending.a redwood deck for deck, gazebo and outto include a handsome ga- door furniture was chosen
tebo not only utilized space because of its enduring qualilost becauke(ifa Sharp hillside ties — weatherability. the
dropoff, but added an -out- natueal beauty inherent in
door room to this older resi-' the species. and the easy
dence. Redvtood lumber. Maintenance. Redwood may
from Simpson Timber Corn- .be left to weather rcii a'soft •
pany, was used hy the owner driftwodd grey or it may be
frtrictkiefrie.tiest'VFW
r'reitiAMIk
x temion fri
space into a lounging area,a redlVtxx1 for amenities.conplay room.an entertainment tact a Simpson Timber Corncenter,a Music room,a picnic pany redwood dealer or write
area — whatever the need 900-Fourth Ave.. Seattle.
may be. Redwood lumber Washington 98164.

Neutral kitchens can be sleek and elegant yet warm and inviting maintains Barbara Ross.
shown above. To achieve that look in this recently remodeled kitchen, the designer chose
Roseline cabinets in Brushed Chrome,a FORMICA' bransl decorative laminate. Countertops
are done-in a matcning Pumice cotor tarnMaWt.-'

So says the VA...
NOW WHAT COULD
WEEICHIN‘ ME EAT
POLUSLY REMIND
YOU Of
IMONDIE 7

RONNE la
Young & Raymond

Tug TEIERAmS WITH
VA L,TE INSIONANCE
110LITiEs SHOIMO PAT
ToEIR PREMIIMIS
ON TIME

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

DIANNA CARLISLE, Ilkossosi Jackie Weetberferd, Itaservetienist
Outside Soles Canstittorts: Ulm S. Me*,Iftrierle M. Ms*
753-GOGO(4646)
711 Mein St., Murray
OPEN 9 AM TO S PM MON. HIM FRI.
We_Weite Air TichtelecAll Airlines While You Wait
-

as ,
Z.
.
Ve

NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES/

se

Contact nearest VA once tchech yaw
. phone book( a local veterans poop

We Honor The Some Credit Cards
The Airlines Dol Such As...
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE

t
Itit
senereses

How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect
The First Few
Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is im- r.cssAle Jolt *et" !the!! to
come and collect.
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ACC Carries Torch With Five Teams

Expanded NCAA Field Dilutes Status Of Winner

ship in proportion to the other
determining during these days of increased of victories at the end of the
And, a team like Murray that there are more quality should not be the
titles.
season.
n:
a specializatio
which fought Western Ken- teams and players in college factor in who is rewarded by
This balance and division of
difference
vast
a
is
There
--Early
season
tournament
of
end
the
at
bid
tucky tooth and nail to the basketball than ever before. tournament
recognition can present a
of
dynasty
UCLA
the
between
be
should
winners
recognized
wire in both of its games of There is certainly a strong, Ilk season.
more engaging and prothe In;ranted, Michigan Statt for being the best starting the 1960's and '70's and
significance gets a nice, con- valid argument for that belief.
package for
vocative
of
both
1976,
of
team
diana
of
two
a
or
period
over
teams
But it has not been too long and Vanderbilt are ,goini
soling invitation from the NIT.
however.
everyone,
sight
in
whom won everything
OVC and SEC cham- nowhere. But the- fact that three nights.
Instead of the fans just askOh, the NIT field is a ago that
--The reguia-r season con- and were clearly deserving of
just two of the
were
these
been
by
upset
have
pions
how many points Lew
ing
O4 one this
chamreasonably strnational
the title of
on the lowest rungs of ,teams which pulled off sur- ference-championships should
or Bill Walton will
Alcindor
year's
year,considering who•is leftto teams
last
and
pions,
for
the
being
be
recognized
too
prising:but then again, not
conference ladders and
final game, there
the
in
score
this
or
team
slug it out after the "first 48" their
State
best over the duration of that Michigan
those teams have received surprising upsets this year has
be questions about inwill
winner,
impending
are gone. It gives teams like
year's
season.
efbeen part of the catalytic
more than the
dividual matchups at every
Mississippi and Illinois, who nothing
which will be simply be the
Post season conference
which has led tournament
fect
one
that
of
night
satisfaction
the
position for practically every.
at
best
its
playing
is
that
gutted it out against
team
be
should
winners
tournament
more
All-ecturs to believe that
accomplishment.
In that sense, college
game.
time.
"giants" like Kentucky,ISU,
right
the
teams deserve another recognized as the teams that
It has been an increasingly
basketball has come a long
Ohio State and Indiarla, a
While there may nothing
for
a
at
peak
had
their
game
added attraction to the fans chance.•
way.
chance to show off theieworth
wrong with recognizing a
If this ever-evolving format those few nights of the year.
that on . any given night
Again, the question is
at
best
its
at
being
for
team
in a classic format.
the
of
the
winner
-And
maybe
is going to continue,
Michigan State can defeat
the game has comwhether
apit
season,
the
of
end
the
be
only
But, the question that has Ohio State by 20 points or
the fans, Goaches and writers Final Four should
promised itself too much to
importhe
diluting
be
to
pears
the
that
team
as
remembered
each
and
years
recognize
been asked for
Vanderbilt can knock off Loui- should *srtance of an NCAA champion- get there.
championship for what it is managed to put together a run
should persistently be asked is siana State by 11, but that still
havof
-What is the purpose
ing a postseason tournament
Yes, there is definitely
nothing in collegiate athletics
or any other sport quite like
the atmosphere of the
postseason tournaments. But
"He's been our stabilizing Crum "When things get
premier big men in the 1940s; aver ng 22 points in addition
their Measure of reward for _ By KEN RAPPOPORT
threughout the year," tough, he always comes
force
to_111
-points-,
--A-gturt;e as et aged-27
-APSports-WrIW
the deserving teams may be
Coach Denny through for us."
is
Louisville
senior,
said
a
Griffith,
6-4
The
three
and
rebounds
eight
NEW YORK ( AP) — Mark
becoming a little diminished
of
operator
biggest
the
assists a game.
Aguirre, a stocky, . power
or tainted.
NEW YOWL iAP — The 1/31.191111 Steve Stepanovich, Missouri, Ftickey
The 240-pound Carcoll is a Louisville's so-called "Doc- Divialisa I renege basketball
Brown, MISSISSIppi State, Orlando
The argument today stands foward favorably compared
WodIndige, Notre Dame
.late-bloomer who came into tors of Dunk." A lot of Grif- A merlea team:
with the, best players in
Rudy Woods. Texas A&M. Jay VinFirst Team
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game
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last
year
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his
in
own
his
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mounand
history
DePaul
Joe Barry Carron. 74001-1, senior. cent. Michigan State. Mike
season. His talents are above the basket, which he Purdue. Albert King. 64. motor, North Carolina, Durand Macklin. [SU.
tainous Joe Barry Carroll,
6-7. DeWay-ne Scales, ISU, Ethan Martin,
multifaceted: he shoots as virtually owns with his eye- Maryland, Mark Aguirre,
Carolina
Purdue's tower of strength at
sophomore. DePaul. Darrell (;riffith. a- ISU, Hasrkeye Whitney, North
shots.
dunk
popping
col,
the
Nevada-Las
in
man
big
any
well as
1, sensor, Louisville. Kyle Macy, 6-3, State, Sidney Green.
center, were among those
Vegas, James Tillman. Eastern KenLouisville's all-time leading senior, Kentucky
game, blocks shocks with
named today to The
tucky. Kau Vandeweghe, UCLA, Gene
23 points on
averaged
scorer
unwith
rebounds
and
Team
•Served
elan
Banks, Doke, Terry Cummings.
Associated Press All-America
Mike Gminslic 6-11. senior, Duke, Don DePaul Clyde Bradshaw, DePsitn: Sam
cent shooting from the
per
56
player
The
ferocity.
common
fiir
team
college basketball
Collins. 64, senior, WastwUlton State. Clancy, Pitt, Curtis Berry. Missouri.
they call "Rocky Mountain field, along with five rebounds Michael Brooks, 6-7.- senior. La Salle. Jack Moore, Nebraska. Andre Smith,
19?"180.
for
game
a
assists
three
Reggie Carter, 6-3, senior. Si John's; Nebraska, Reggie Johnson, Tennessee.
High:* for his Denver origins, and
Joining those two gifted
Ray Blume.64. Junior. Oregon State
Kart Nimphita. Anions State; Danny
chamConference
Metro
the
Ten's
Big
the
among
was
frontcourt players on the first
Third Team
kinke. MT, Darwin Cook. Portland.
pions.
Herb Williams, 6.10, Junior, Ohio. Ron , Cornelius. Peppertne, Ricardo
leading scorers all season,
and 7.4 rebounds a game while team were guards Darrell
senior,
6-7,
Stroud,.
State. John
Brown, Pepperdine, Rod Foster, UCIA.
lowu Lloyd. 64. junior. Kimberly Kelton, Stanford. Michael
Hackett stands at 14.1 and 7.8. Griffith of Louisville and Kenjunior. Wiley, iiqng Beach State. Francois
64.
Blackman,
Rolando
with
Drake,
along
Macy,
Kyle
tucky's
Greene also believes MurKansas State, Sam Worthen. 6.5, senior. Wise, I
Beach State. Jim M. ray will bounce from the latest forward Albert King of
Marquette
Ooskey, Loyola of lois Angeles. Wall)
Maryland.
Rank, San Jose State, Don Carfino.
loss to Western Kentucky in
Honorable Melillo.
The 7-foot-1 Carroll was a
Andrew Toney, Southwestern Low- Southern Cal
the championship game of the
Kelvin Rainey. °too State. Darnell
sun&. Craig Shelton, Georgetown., John
Drew.
OVC tournament a lot quicker Third Team selection last
Duren. Georgetown, Jeff Roland, Iona. Valentine, Kansas. Larry
made
Roosevelt Bowe, Syracuse. lows Orr, Missouri. Calvin Garrett, Oral Roberts
than it did from its loss at year, while the others
Nicks,
Carl
,,
City
Oklahoma
Syracuse, Ronnie Valentine. ()Id [)um- Ernie Hill,
home a little over two weeks their first appearance among
Bowers, Arnencan U , Mike Indiana State, Billy Williams,(lemson ,
Boo
mon,
the nation's top 15.
ago.
Perry, Richmond: Corny Thompson. Tony Murphy. Southern. Kenny CunnMike WoodDuke's Mike Gminski, was
Connecticut, Ron Perry, Holy Cross. uighani. Western Michigan.
"It (Saturday's loss) was
Virginia,
Earl Belcher. St Bonaventure, Rufus sop, Indiana. Jeff Lamp,
InThomas,
Isiah
Haynie,
notas damaging to our morale the Second Team center for
Teagie.
Terry
MinHams, Maine, Kevin McHale,
Iowa. Billy
nesota. Steve Johnson, Oregon State, diana. Kevin Boyle.
as the last one was," Greene the second straight season,
Williams.
Ralph Sampson, Virginia. Sian Bowie, Williams, Clemson. Buck
said."We know what we have flanked by LaSalle's Michael
North Carolina.
Kentucky: lorry Smith. Ak-orn State. Maryland. Al Wood,
Washington
and
Brooks'
to do.
"I hope we can play to our State's Don Collins at the for-RON GREENE
potential. We are the new kid ward positions and St. John's
"They will play a 1-3-1 half on the block and we have to Reggie Carter and Oregon
court trap and a solid man-to- travel_ But we are not corn-. State's_ _Ray Blume in the
man defense. They will also plaining. Maybe it's a start for backcourt.
The Third Team included
use a lot of motion game off future Murray teams.
"I think it)the NIT field) is Ohio State's Herb Williams at
double picks.
John
"(Coach) Tales Locke has a good field. Some teams in it center, Mississippi's
Lewis
turned it (the program) are very good. We don't know Stroud and Drake's
Mararound. Bobby Knight was his about some of them and some Lloyd at forwards and
and
Worthen
.
Sam
quette's
assiitant at Army. He is very of there don't know about us.
"I think Alabama will beat Kansas State's Rolando
and
experienced
knowledgable from coaching Penn State ( Wednesday night) Blackman at the guards.
The team was selected by a
at Army, Miami (Ohio) and in Birmingham and we will
panel of AP
nationwide
play Alabama in Birmingham
Clemson."
writers.
Wray is Jacksonville's Monday night.
The 6-foot-7 Aguirre, the on"I'm not ready for our
leading scorer and rebounder
ly sophomore on the First
with averages of 17.1 points season to end."
Team, was the heart of a
DePaul club that rolled up a
26-game winning streak and
sat atop The AP poll for most
of the year.
Coach Ray Meyer describes
the beefy Aguirre, who also
basketball poll for the 1979- perfect score of 1,180 in the has played some guard this
balloting by a nationwide year, as his "O-ffensive
1980 season.
The Blue Demons, who had panel of sports writers and Machine" and is quick to point
held the top spot the past broadcasters. DePaul closed out:."He may be the best allseven weeks — six times as out a 26-1 regular season with around ballplayer to come to
of
the unanimous choice — col- a 97-81 victory over intrastate DePaul." That includes,
KYLE-MACY
the
great
George
__course,
other,
its
in
State
Illinois
rival
DARRELL GRIFFITH
lected 54 of 59-first-place votes
Mikan; one of the sport's
and 1,173 points out of a game last week.

for posterity. At least,
Well, after all the innuendo all save
State's spellbinding
Murray
has
NCAA
and dispute, the
and Eastern
Morehead
at
wins
permitted the Atlantic Coast
some conhad
Kentucky
the
as
serve
Conference to
a few
eliminating
in
sequence
torch carrier of another
teams.
development
its
pivotal step in
of a tournament for everyone.
For nearly two decades, the
ACC has had a jump on the
rest of the country as one of
the first conferences to play a
postseason tournament under
its current stipulations and*
format.
Now it is already using the
1980's and the NCAA's
generosity in order to become
perhaps the first conference to
David Hibbitts
work all of its teams into playSports Editor
ing another round for the naMurray I edger & Times •
tional championship in the
NCAA tournament.
But, look at what has hapThe fact that the ACC had
invited
in conferences like the
teams
pened
seven
its
of
five
to the NCAA this week, with ACC and the Southeastern
poor, deprived Virginia left Conference. Teams like North
out to suffer through the NIT, Carolina State and Tennessee
is. just one of the arguments did not accomplish anything of
leading to a revelation that the lasting stature in either the
„their
N€ --is- moving- -toward _ regular-__-_sPAson
postseason tournaments and
becoming a season of.its own.
Oh, weren't all those regular they still get to tip it off all
season conference games fun over again in a brand new
— you know, the kind we can season.

Griffith, Macy Join Aguirre, Carroll, King
On AP All-America Five-Man First Team

Scored 10 In 1961-62 Game

Murray's Trip To Florida
Has Memory For Greene
By DAVID HIBBTITS
Sports Editor
When Murray State plays its
opening round game at
Jacksonville at 6:35 p.m.
tomorrow,it will be a revisitation of sorts for Murray head
coach Ron Greene.
Not.only was Greene Murray's second leading, scorer
with "10 points the last time the
two teams met in the 1961-62
season, with the Racers winning 75-65; he also tried to
recruit Jacksonville's most,.
serious threat and the Sunbelt
Conference player of the year,
6-foot-9 senior center James
Wray, while he was at New
—Orleans. •
Greene has done a little second thinking since then and
said IAA night that the
Dolphins' 6-5 sophomore forward Mike Hackett could be
the Racers' main concern
_tomorrow nighL
"Jacksonville has a couple
of cumplementary players to
go with Wray," Greene said.
"Hackett is a strong, mobile 65 forward who can go inside
and outside.

DePaul Holds Number One
Position In Final College Poll
By The Associated Press
DePaul, which saw its quest
for an undefeated regular
season stopped by Notre
Dame 76-74 in double overtime
last week, nevertheless maintained the No.1 ranking in the
final Associated Press college

lett

sea

P elp$ Has Dig 4-Fepp'
6-3 High School Senior Averaging 54 Points
PHELPS, Ky. ( AP) —
Every time Ervin Stepp steps
on the basketball court, this
coal town of about 500 people
appears to undergo a population boom. The extra folks
coming to town are basketball

coaches and fans eager to see
the nation's highest scoring
prep player.
The population explosion is
expected to be ending in the
spring when Stepp graduates
from Phelps High School and
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shooting a basketball. .
"because I'm going to be a lot
"Shooting a basketball is
better."
like shooting a rifle," he said.
Stepp's basketball talent
"The smaller the target, the
runs in the family. His father,
easier it is to hit a bigger one."
Joe Sr. was an all-state perHe fashioned a hoop 13 informer 30 years ago. J.oe Jr.,
ches in diameter, five inches
led the state in scoring seven
smaller than regulation, but
years ago, enrolling at Ohio
big enough to accept a regulaState University, before
tion basketball.
transferring to Morehead
When the 6-foot-3 Stepp State.
"He doesn't put himself
played his last game of this
ahead of his teammates," said
Jimmy, a sophomore at
regular season, there was a George Washington UniversiJoe Jr. "I've seen to that. He
capacity crowd of 4,000 as the ty, was Kentucky's leading
works hard to excel. He can
senior's number was retired.
pass like Pete Maravich. And
high school scorer a couple of
Stepp responded by scoring years ago. The youngest
some coaches\ tell me they
58 points, which gave him
think he could score 20 a game
brother, Gary, is a freshman
1,465 points over 27 games, a at Phelps.
in the National Basketball
54.25 ,average. That's a na- • "The basketball was in the
Association. His weakness is
tional high khool record.
defense, but then he expends
corner of the kitchen,"
remembers Stepp's mother,• so much ottoffense."
Last season,Stepp averaged
Stepp said that the 350 col. "Ervin was big for a
48 points per season. '
Irma.
reve-ilet-o_Alfit;
,iega_otter!ki
_
_ :ilespok me i4im...thai1pe bus
114.044.41
17ihia Tech:down to
scored as many at 74-plints4in as his Withers. But When he
Auburn, Morehead, Eastern
a game this year, Stepp has saw the basketball, he stood
'
Kentucky, Western Kentucky
up and went after it."
refused to accept too much
His father put up a
praise.
and Kentqcky. He said he'll
"I have nothing to get the
backboard and hoop and inwait until after the season
before making up his mind.
big head over," Stepf said, stilled his own ideas on
accepts one of the 350 college
scholarship offers he has
received.
"People around here can't
tell you who the governor of
the state is, but they all know
Ervin Stepp," said Phelps
Coach Joe Allen Stepp Jr., the
player's brother.

When hog prices
take a dive,
Use the profit preserver...
When hog prices take a dive, your profits don't have to! You can preserve hog profits
through Heinold's Guaranteed Hog Price Program. It lets you lock in the price for hogs
weeks,even months ahead of marketing time. You won't have to worry about a sinking cash
market. Your Heinold manager has all the details.
1,959.19110

CALL COLLECT
502-623-6304
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Long Beach Happy With NIT Despite NCAA Snub
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) —
Long Beach State, happy to be
included in the National Invitation Tournament but
disappointed by an NCAA

M=I

snub, takes on Pepperdine
tonight in a first-round NIT
game at the Anaheim Convention Center.,
"We've beaten four teams

ment) has beaten only
'
'
two...it's an injustice.
Still, Winter doesn't wwt to
take anything away from the
NIT.

who are going to the NCAA —
Marquette, BYU, Lamar and
SaIicluse," said Long Beach
Coach Tex Winter. "UCLA
r invited to the NCAA tourna-

"We are happy to be going
to a postseason tournament,"
he said_ "I think we are very
well matched with Pepperdine.

•'We played early in'
the
season and lost by one point,
95-94. The NIT provides all the
teams with a real opportunity
and should be quite a

Hall, Crum, Keady Surprii sed By Teams'Positions
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LOUISVILLE, Ky, (AP) —
Joe Hall, Denny Crum . and
Gene Keady were each surprised when the NCAA announced its 48-team bracket
for the NCAA Basketball
Tournament.
Hall was surprised and
elated that his Kentucky
Wildcats were placed in the
Mideast Region. Crum said he
was net surprised that his
Louisville team was placed in
the Midwest Regional, but he
said he couldn't understand
how the Cardinals could be
seeded No. 2 behind Louisiana
State.
Keady, meanwhile, was
'happily surprised when his
Western Kentucky team was
chosen to play- its Mideast
Region opener on its home
floor in Bowling Green. The
Hilltoppers meet Virginia
Tech on Friday.
There had been speculation
that losing to Louisiana-State.
in the finals of the
Southeastern Conference tournament.might cost Kentucky
its opportunity to stay in the
Mideast, the sewifinals and
finals of which are to be
played at UK's Rupp Arena
March 13-15.
"I was very elated and surprised because we thought we
had jeopardized our chances
of being in the Mideast," said
Hall, whose team opens NCAA
play Saturday in Bowling
Green against the winner of
--the - Florida- State-Toledo-game.

The surprise was not total,
Hall said, "since I realized
that the committee was going
to use different criteria for
establishing guidelines than
had been used in the past.
"By looking at the pairings
in our case and in Maryland's
case, we both won our conference championship but lost
the tournament final. Nevertheless they left us in our
regions," he-said-9imagine

Robey Filling
In Ably As
Celtic Center
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) - Late in a
game last week, Rick Robey
came down with a rebound
and limped up the floor. Apparently, uninjured, he stayed
.
in the lineup.
After that 130-125 victory
over the San Antonio Spurs,
Boston Coach Bill Fitch glanced at the second-year man
from Kentucky in the Celtics'
lockerm aM asked with a
chuckle,' "How are you feeling, Rick? A month ago I
wouldn't have cared."
Actually, it was a little more
-than a month earlier when
_Dave Cowens was still the
starting center and Robey was
coming off the bench. But-turJan.22eowens injured his tot.Robey has been starting
ever since and has helped the
Celtics' achieve the best
record in the National Basketball Association.
The Celtics had a 34-12
record before Cowens' injury.
They are 16-3 since Robey took
over. He has averaged 17.4
points and 8.8 rebounds per
game since moving into the
middle.
. "The Celtics' style is very
similar to the style weplayed
at Kentucky. It's been fairly
easy to adjust to starting,"
said Robey, 24, who was captain of the Wildcat team that
won the NCAA title in 1978.
He came to the Celtics from
. Indiana on Feb. 12, 1979, in a
': trade for Billy Knight and filled in-for Cowens, who missed
the last month of that season
with a twitted ankle.
"I felt I could go in and do
the job they wanted last year.
I thought I did well," Robey
said.
"I think that when you start,
you go in with a different
outlook mentally.`irou have to
be ready to play 35 to 40
minutes," he added. But he
doesn't pace himself, he said.
"I just go. That's my style.
Just run and bang, run and
bang and try to get things
done," he said. "My legs are
much stronger now because
I'm playing more. I've reached that point where I can catch
my second wind easier."
_ Cowens returned last Tuesday and has scared 22 points in
four games as a substitute
while rounding into shape.
"After Dave is' starting
again I really feel like my
playing time will pick up from
_where it Was before," Robey
said:"U RILglit even De mayaii
time before hesiirtheloirn he
hase.
"A the playoffs, there'll be
big;physical teams and they'll
need all of us."

it was because a oue high nuDonal rankings."
Hall said that the traditionally tough Mideast Region
should be strong once again,
with teams like Kentucky,
Duke, St. John's, Indiana,
Purdue and Washington State.
"It's going to be a very good
team coming out of that
region. I thought that the
Midwest was a very good
region,too,"-he said.

Louisville, which , opens
Midwest Region play Sat11r7
day at Lincoln, Neb., against
the Kansas State-Arkansas
winner, says that he sees -20some teairns in there who could
win it all, and I see some very
good teams who didn't even
get byes.
"Wherever you end up, you
just have to play well, knowing that you could still get
beat," he said. "There's no

sense in finding fault, because
You'd have to play somebody
good no matter where they put
you."
Still, Cnun said he was surprised that Louisville was
seeded behind 1BU."Based on
records or anything else, I
don't understand how they
could be seeded above us," he
said.
"Of Course, there's always a
way to make a case or or

against anything. But our
record is better, and we
played as tough a schedule as
anyone in the country," he
said.
Keady,for one,is just happy
to be playing at home.
"I'm happy about that. It
couldn't be any better," he
said. "We're playing at home,
and if you can't win at home,
you don't deserve to advance."

University of Alabama in a
motivating factor for all the
game to be played at 'Birmathletes involved.
Pepperciine is led by Ricar- ingham, St. Joseph's, Pa. at
do Brown, one of the nation's Texas, -Murray State at
top guards, and the Waves Jacksonville and Bowling
Green at Minnesota. The latboast a 17-10 record.
ter contest was originally
Long Beach State, led by
forwards Michael Wiley and
scheduled for Thursday.
Francois Wise, is 21-11. Wiley
On Thursday, it will be
at
Alabama-Birmingham
is averaging 20.6 points a
Louisiana,
Southwestern
game and Wise 16.
Texas-El Paso at Wichita
Play in the NIT ends with
semifinals and finals in New
State, Boston University at
York's Madison Square
Boston College, Nebraska at
Michigan,
Garden on March 17 and 19.
neighborhood
Sixteen more teams get into rivals Pittsburgh and Duaction in the NIT Wednesday, quesne at the Pittsburgh Civic
with St. Peter's at Connec- Center, and Grambling at
ticut, West Texas State at Il- Mississippi.
The final first rounder pits
linois State, Lafayette at
Virginia, Loyola, Chicago at ' Washington at Nevada-Las
Illinois,Penn State against the Vegas on Friday.

FOUR DAYS OF SAYINGS

DISCONTINUED DESIGN

OVERSTOCKS
Desertption

B-78-14
ER-78-14
CR-78-14
L-78-15

PRICE

Description

Power Cushion
A-78-13 Custom
Polyglas Whitewall
Custom Power Cushion sisr.
B-78-13 Polyglas Whitewall
Custom Power Cushion $411593,,
D-78-14 Polyglas Whitewall
Custom Power Cushion $477S
E-78-14 Polyglas
Whitewall
Custom Power Cushion
G-78-15 Polyglas_ Blackwall
Custom Power Cushion
H-78-15 Polyglas Whitewall
55749,,

PRICE

Cruiser Polyester
Viva Radials Whitewalls
Custom Polysteel Radials
Custom Power Cushion
Polyglass 6 Ply

'10.00
OFF!
PowerHouse

DOOR BUSTER!!!

Battery
A isp-of-ine Iwo turnery that s neartv
rarely ever needs water
eteinlenance hee
Awing as 1ong servIce Iste Dehvers
hex, the pews, of many new car batteries

As low as

SALE ENDS
SATURDAY

FREE
INSTALLATION
Trade-in apples to
all group sizes
Sample buy

Cruiser
Polyester

SAVE 21L-3
Description

$60 85 — 22F me price
- 10 00 — trade
$50 85

PRICE

Ask for our tree battery check.

,
CUSTOM WHEEL
CLEARANCE!
Oty

Size

4

k7'/2" Wide

Description

4 7%" Wide
4 7" Wide
4 T* Wide

A-78-13

PRICE

,

ET Radial Wire
ET Chrome Dish
ET RU Chrome
ET RU Slotted

J-78-15

'39"
'39"
qtr.
'39"

215-75R15

Custom Power Cushion
Polyglas Whitewall
Polyester
Cruiser
Whitewall
Custom frolYSteerVadials
Whitewall

Description

225/75R15
235/75R15

GE Ice Maker Refrigerator
1 7.64u.Ft.
GE Heavy Duty Washer
Model WW831 4P
GE Heavy Duty
Model DOE71 808P

Custom
Polysteel
Whitewalls

Radials

t-'47tICE

GE 12" Black 8, White TV
Sound Design AM/FM Stereo
Receiver and Cassette Recorder
or Speakers

CHOOSE FROM
YOUR FAVORITE NAMES

GE Microwave Oven Model
JET88Y

White Letters

Description

HOME
APPUANCE
SALE!!
Description

Custom Polysteel Radials Raised

G.E. Tappan
White-Westinghouse
SOUNDESIGN
Eureka

GE 19" Diagonal Color TV
Description

PRICE

Trade In Wisher like new
Repo 16 Cu.Ft. Refrigerator

Dryer

„Apo

18

Cu.

R.

with

$359"

SCRATCH 'N DENT!
16.2 Cu Ft

Chest Type Freezer

$299.00

GE Range Model JB503
j with your Goodyear Revolving Cearge ACCOUnt • • gigs •es 0.1.4,eds
.sus* mugs
,'nse Any ol Plisse othet convenient!us In Soy .• M.•iainsoolikmir• CerIe emcee •Diners Club

ar Service Store
Goodye,„..Mvmrf
753-059%

Store Manager,
Norman Hagedorn
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Jackson Arrives Late To Camp

Yankees Adopt Calmer Philosophy
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
FORT LAUDERDALE,Fla.
AP - The credo of the
revamped 1980 New York
Yankees: Cool it.
The low-key, don't-rock-theboat philosophy was reflected
in the feathery, tentative
fashion the club handled the
first irritant to surface in the
new season: the late arrival of
Reggie Jackson, super star,
catalyst, by self description
'the straw that stirs the
drink.'
AWOL for three days- how
de you punish the main kid in
the class,the richest, the most
influential, the best known?

Do you lean on him hard,
possibly alienating and turning him intoa malcontent?
Do you let him off Scot-free
with a wrist slap and the admonition: "OK,but don't let it
happen again?"
Or do you seek out some
compromise that will not be
too harsh on the offender yet
will placate the other 63 in the
room who could start screaming "prima donna," "special
privilege," and the like?
The Yankees' bright, new
front office wrestled with the
dilemma like a flock of fussy
hens and then took the mild
road.
When Reggie checked in

Timing, Not Firing
Of Moe Surprises
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The firing of Saw Antonio
Coach Doug Moe last weekend
was no surprise, but the timing was.
Moe, one of the game's free
spirits, has had his differences
with Spurs owner Angelo
Drossos for a couple of years.
He saved his job by winning
the Central-Division the last
two years, and by beating
Philadelphia and taking
Washington to seven games in
the playoffs last spring.
But he was never really on
firm footing, and his departure was only a matter of
time. Moe said so himself.
,"To be perfectly tionest, being fired really doesn't bother
me," he said. "I *as leaving
nyway,. andel _think_AbsY
sensed that. After I hung up
the phone Friday night when
Angelo told me, Big Jane
(Moe's wife) got out a bottle of
champagne. We .celebrated
the good years and the
future."
Moe is hopeful of landing
another NBA job. Right now
the only other post available is
with the expansion Dallas
team, but others will likely
open up over the summer.
As a coach Moe believed in
sending the players on the
floor and letting them do their
thing. He was blessed with

three brilliant offensive performers in George Gervin
Larry Kenon and James Silas,
and the result was a run-andgun team that annually scored
the most points -in the league
-and gave up the most.
The Spurs rarely played effective defense, but this was
as much the players' fault as
Moe's. He tried putting in a
switching zone-type defense,
but with a player like Gervin
who is so weak on defensive
fundamentals, this effort wasfutile.
Moe always was outspoken
about the deficiencies of those
around him. He was fined for
his comments about the officiating in last year's
playoffs, and recently he was
brutally honest ..about his
teams weak defense and lack
-of intensity.
While a.. coaching change
was inevitable, the question
remains, why do it now? The
Spurs seemed a safe bet to
make the playoffs, despite 1
their lack of defense and the
absence of a legitimate
center, and isn't that the goal
during the regular season?
"It was obvious we weren't
going anywhere the way we
were playing," replied
Drossos. "You can't
necessarily blame the coaches
or the players. Doug is not the
scapegoat, but a change had to
be made."

PEANUTS

MIAMI I AP) - Rockhill
Native, last year's 2-year-old
champion,is the 2-I favorite in
Wednesday's $179,750 Flamingo Stakes, the season finale
at Hialeah Park which has
produced nine Kentucky Derby winners in its 51 years.

Colonel Moran, a 10-length
winner of the Marion County
in his last start, will open as
the 5-2 second choice in the
field -of nine 3-year-olds.
Superbity, winner of the
Tropical Park Derby, and
Prince Valiant, winner of his

Rockhill Native, rebounding
from a near 12-length defeat in
the Bahamas Stakes, came
from third position to win the
mile -and -a -furlong

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
NBA Standings'

1977 Bronco, Serial No, U15GLY51103
1978 Chevrolet Pickup, Serial No.
CCZ148J161397

2. Notice

Everglades Stakes by
lengths over Irish Tower.

33 34
.493
8
.493
8
33 34
.463
10
31 36
.381 15
V Q
15 51
Wawa Codereace
Mhhest Dhaka
.1100 42 27
Karma C1ty
583
2 if
40 29
Milwaukee
.3198 16h
25 43
Denver
21 45
.331 18h
Chicago
.31/4 21
21 49
Utah
Pad& Dalian
.706 4159
Sante
47 Z
.701
lios
-AtreWse
6(7
4
Phoenix
44 24
.463 16h
Portland
31 36
31 33
.40 17,01
San Diego
33 48. 291
Goiden State
Mondry's Games
scheduled
No games
tsGenes
, Houston at Adanta
'Indiana at New Jersey
'Detroit at Washington
Los Angeles at Milwaukee
Boston at San Antonio
Golden State at Utah
Cleveland at San Diego
Seattle at Portland
Wednesday's Gam i
Wane at Philadelphia, n
New York at Detroit, n.
IAA Angeles'at .1Cansas city.
Baton at Houston, n.
Milwaukee a Denver, vs.
Seth at Phan., n.
Chicago at Golden State, n.
Houston
San Antonio
Indiana
Cleveland
Detroit

a,•of S..

AP Top Twenty
By The Antedated Prams
Th Top Twenty teens in Use feud Aaacciatal Pres-trallega. beelosthall
with hrst.place votes is parentheses,
reconis and total points Paha Cased on
3049-1&17-16-15-14-13-12-11-1044-74 4434
1
36-1
1,173
1DeP
. aul 154
343
1,031
2101014k 2.1
3Loureana St. iii 24,5
1418
956
2114
4JCe45ucky 21
V2
364
5.0negon St.
785
253
6Syracuse
741
2137
.71ndiana
214
712
&Maryland
194
215
9.Notre Dame
586
30.7
10.0ho St.
56411.Georgetowrt DC 244
459
24-4
12.Bngheen Yang
cis
132. Jam's, N.Y.
244
450
zse
141aire
322
21-7
15.North Carolina
V8
34
161timuri
241
31-2
17.Weber St
156
214
18_Antoris St.
142
314
191crie
13)
20.Purdue
134
s

_ate

AAA' ALL LIOUR
44E-AkiDE041-5604QUAVER5 BE FLAT!!!

53rd District
Fleming-Neon 47 Airtutesburg 45
Girls
frd Marie
Syrnsorua 45 Sedalia 420T
I.owes 55 Mayfield 52
7th District
Vlach-sonata 63 D111•100 Springs 32
Ith District
Owensboro Apollo 48 McLean Co 43
Owensboro 94 Owensboro Cath 62
19th District
Bremen 53 Hughes-Kirk 47
Ilth District
Hancock Co63St Rornuald 36
17th District
Elizabethtown 40 W.Hardm Z
N Hardin 40 Meade C,o 30
Nth District
Lou Seneca 56 Ky Country Day 26
ffrd District
Owe His 64 Erlanger St Henry 45
figh District
L:ov Holmes 74 Beectiwood 26
Notre Dame 46 Cov Holy Cross 44
35th DistrIct
Dalton 45 Bellevue 35
2711 District
garrison Co 49 Bourbon Co 41
hns67 NiCh01112 Co 39
Uth District
Augusta 62 Bracken Co 50
39th District
Mason Co 46 Maysville 31
tat District
Woodford Co66 Frankfort 26
43rd District
Lez Bryan St.. 51 Lea Lafayette 37
48th District
Pulaski Co 60 Somerset 28'

CARTER STUDIO
The gelding by Our Native
from Beanery won six of nine
starts and earned $267,112 last
year for Harry A. Oak of Pompano Beach,Fla.
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Girls Top Ten
LOUISVILLE, Ky 1API - Here are
de top 10 tarns in the firel Anmeuted
Pries pis NO school Meatball poll of
Use ration, with halitee votes in paratm", records and totali points
LAIlen
16-2 74
llairel Co,
234 56
1Plkeville 21
' 734 53
tlitarshall Ca if)
204 52
5.Clark Co.
33-2 48
211 32
6.i tie 1 Owerigoro
59521
Cartsern Co
AParis
246 26
9.Frankin Co
21.2 II
Ingest Hopin,

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

SPECIAL

By he Aesselseed Press
BASEBALL
Amulets League
MILWAUKEE BREWERS--Renewed
the cortmet at Bid Travers, pitcher Announced that Bob Gallas° and Andy
Repielle. When,twee agreed to contract
term
HOCKEY
Nallamal Hockey Lear
ATLANTA FLAMES-Recalled Cord
gannet defereeman, trun Bimaighain d
Use Central Hockey league.
EDMONTON 00.ERS-Sent Kan Maklumen and Ron Carter forwards, to Manton
rt Use Cential Hodry League.
MINNESOTA NORTH STARS-Sent
Steve Jarnietyk. gcakender,to dr BethIllOrt
Clime% d the Ewitern Hockey Leamue:
NEW YORK RANGERS-Sat Claude
Lae,left wing. and JoodydGurvrertioriC
cliefensemen, to New Haven of the Amman
ficdtey League. Signed Dave Sdk. nght
vring-oenter, to a moth-year contract

6. Helpylanted

Reflections
Styling
7534433

INVITATION TO BID

KNOW

PRICES ARE GOING UP,
INTEREST RATES ARE
GOING UP-

304 Mein
753-8298

Listed here is a ready reference
Olympic Pine
that will quickly help you locate
753- 7 1 1 3
the clavitication you are looking
MARKET
1110111EST PRICE
for
ALLOWS
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
Weekdays -9 •.m ..9 p.m.;
3. Card of Tharik.
Siositays 1 p.m.-6 p.m. We
4. In Memory
Had District
allow $23.00 to $1.00
Harlan 46 Everts 23
S. Lost and Found
raitechemose. (tliclothig Sole
54th District
6. Help Wanted
Merchandise)
(Thiel Co 53 Wolfe Co 43
9. Situation Wanted
Powell Co 45 Lee Co 28
10. Bus Opportunity.
Cad District
11.1nstrOcttons
Lewis Co61 Elliott Co 57
Bible facts free Store for the
12: Insurance
64th District
needy 759-4600
13. For Sale or Trade
Boyd Co 47 Ashland 36
14. Want To But
Regular Seasee
Bey.
15. Articles For Sale
Providence 86 Li Heights 56
16. Home Furnishings
BIBLE CALL
17. Vacuum Cleaners
111. Sewing Machines
The Escape from Gent •
19. Farm Equipment
759-4444 or Children's
20. Sports Equipment
Story759-4445.
21. Monuments
By llse Amecited Press
22, Musical
S11414ER OLYMPICS
23. Exterminating
LONDON AP - Britrun's potentral
Olyrtpc athletes voted in favor cl pa24. Miscellaneous
M & G Complete Glass Comtronage; si the Stainer *mow (krmpic
. 25. Business Services
pany has added a new line_ of
Games
N. TV Radio
Of 111 top athletes detected by the biterwork to . their business. It is
27. Mobile Iriome Sales
. notarial AtNetes (lub, 77 have signed a letthe fix-It Shop. We will
called
Mob
2i.
Koine
Rents
_
ter affirrnmg thew net to take pet A copy
tett_kaor ot to be wit to pr,o,?Amigo,
29. Heating-Cooling
fobs
Consider small
' 3rErusineis Rental
!Margaret Thatcher
around the home, business or
The rarer,cones as a settee* for the
31. Want To Rent
car If you have something give
Brash government attach hesAar trying
32. Apts for Rent
us a call or come by M & G
Si)
the
to Petlutcle athletes to
awaY tram
33. Rooms for Rent
Games as• pretest agent the Soviet am
34. boosts For Rent
Complete Glass Co. 816 Colnon of Allilimustan.
35. Farms For Rent
dwater Rd., or call 753-0180.
The letter said the athletes Were not am.
36. For Rent Or Lease
Senior Citizens Discount
porting Soviet policies It alai appeeled fcr
37. Livestock-Supplies
an end to government intaeferare in itra
3$. Pets Supplies
tag matters
HICKXEY
40
39: P
po
rode
ulturcy-Supplies
l'OHONTEIr .i AP - Jahn Thee*, preadult abithe'National Hockey I cague, amid
41. Public Sale
the he es urvabgating a martial conflict of
42. Home loans
Merest In Bobby Hull's playing fcr the Hart
43. Real Estate
fond Whaiers vrhle retinae 115 percent
44. Lots For Sale
ownership of the Wurepeg Jets.
45. Farms For Sale
Hull, 41, is expected to pay Ns flrg NHL
44. Homes For Sale
game in three months Saustley night when
Hartford vines Washadon to face Use
47. Motorcycles
C.apstals He dime out of retirement to
U. Auto Services
Use Jets at the tatty ci the mem Cat list a
49. Used Cars
News, Society and
ihoulder The Jets traded hun to the Whalen
50. Used hocks
at week.
Sports
753-19 1 8.
51. Campers
%chisel Gotaity, Jets preadent mid part:
52. Boats and Motors
Retail Display adowner, seed it is wady Use league would
53. Services Offered
take any actron the isle in the 147940 season,
vertising 753-1919.
54. For Trade
but mold d Hull arm a new contract with
Classified
Display,
the Vlhalers neat mem
55. Feed And Seed
21iligigt
ririssifled_ Cirtulat1,
-W-Fverterforrm--- -DALLAS AP - Sesonriseeded Evorne
57 Wanted
on and the Business
Goolagong Cawley defeated unmeded
Office
may
be
Rosemary Casale 74.64 n Use Brat rand of
•6150,903 wornen's professand tarts tour
reached
on
7
53merest.
1916ond 753-1917
In other medal, Beheaded Virginia
Nucleic A Perm
Wade of Great Britain hat Caroline Stril 76,
• severithseeded Sue Barker of Great
,
Began best Stacy Margolin 6,1, 34,74; BeThis week 520 00
ate Binge defeated Palo Singh 64, 74,
Babysitter in my home week
Terry Holladay clowned Carne Meyer 64,76.6'2.: Kathq Joshes Meted Marta Rakeday afternoons 12 to_ 5 _pm_
do 64,6-2, and Diane Frornholtz d Australia
Own transportation and
defeeted Anne Smith 6-2,64
references required. Call 753-'
In doubles play, Barker and Anne
Kmernura defeated Mass Jausovec of
9520 after 5 pm
Yugoslavia and Bane in a doubles midi 64,74
WASHINGTON
- Unsealed Berne
Mittan ci South Agra defeated faithseeded John Lloyd of Britain 50,6.0 in the
The Calloway County Board of Education will receive
Brat round ci a 1125,1113tournement
sealed bids on the followiig bond instruments.
In other 51"34r0111Ci mstehem' none al
Three (3) C-onn convertible tuba's - Model No.
which involved seeded players, Ray Moore
of South Afnca defeated Chrts Lewis 74,6-4,
1 5145, silver finish, with cases
Geoff Masters of Austraha ousted Mike
Bids must be returned to the Calloway County Board
Cahn ft;tfr,6-2.,
Lax clowned Arend
of Educator) office, 2110 College Farm Rood, P. 0.
im Waldron won
Amanita) 64, 6-3, aid 'Tr
over Trey Waltke meter the latter withdrew
Box 86, Murray, KY 42071, by 12:00 Noon, March
became of the flu after falling behind 4-1 in
10, 1980, at which time and place all bids will be
the fint set
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Sports In Brief

Transactions

THAT

NOTICE

1 Everyone is Special At

BEETLE BAILEY
READY

2.-Notice

High School Basketball Scores
By The Associated Press
11•76
a 7th District
S Hopkins 62 W Hopkins 58
igh District
Hughes-Kirk 65 Drakesboro 55
14th District
Fin,Simpsoo 59 Warren Cent 56
Warren East 59 Bowling Green 53
17th Distsict
W Hardin 72N Hardin 70
32ad District
Scott Co 119 Williamstown 42
23rd District
Dixie His 61 Erlanger St Henry 47
43rd District
Lea Bryan Sta 66 Lea Lafayette 64
UM District
Laurel Co 93 Eubank 76
52ad District
Harlan 66 Ca wood 61

National Besiege@ Aseseserea
At A Game
By The Amocimed Press
Eastern Casierence
Athletic Dallas
Pct. GB
W L
50 15
7610
Bostan
el
17
742
14.2
Ptaladelpha
33 34
483 is
New Yoh ,
462
Washington
3D 35
412 7342
New Jerry
33 40
Catgut Dalian

t-C 7, •

BRING ME
SOME CANDY
ON YOUR WAY
BACK

last three starts, will be listed
as co-choices for third at 4-1.

The following will be sold at Public Auction at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.,
1307 South 12th St., Murray, KY. on
March 6, 1980 at 10:00 a.m.;

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

I'M NOT INTERESTED
tikrtirtROMANCE, SIR, AND I'M VERtf 3U5Y
PRACTICING TI-IE ORGAN

I'M DELIVERING
THIS SIGN FOR
THE SIGN
SHOP

ried. He always reports ready
to play."
One can imagine what the
scene might have been had
Martin been manager. There
never was any great love
between Jackson and Martin,
although they tolerated each
other up to a point. A lot of
times, they came closer to
blows.

Rockhill Native 2-1 In Flamingo

-,•,

MARCIE I CAME OVER
BECAUf,E I AAV- TO TELL
YOU 71-IE CUTE THING
PIG-PEN SAID TO ME

t.:

And it didn't hurt a bit.
• Reggie should have been
Monday, three days late, after
There was, according to •liere on time," insisted
fulfilling a backlog of outside
commitments, he was let off General Manager Gene Michael. "We were forced to
without' a fine. For Michael, no sharp directive take action for the sake of
recompense, he could write a from owner George Steinbren- team morale,the feeling of the
net.,sitting in his boat building :ther players."
check to his favorite charity.
offices
in Tampa. There was
Public
the
picked
Reggie
I'm glad he's here," said
School Athletic League, a no grousing in the lockerroom.
good,"
came
out
said
new manager, Dick
"It
the
him
tht
supported
has
that
group
in the past. The best guess is beaming Jackson. "I am hap- Bowser, successor to the fiery
py with what happended."
Billy Martin. "I wasn't worhe will shell out $2,000.

liLegal Notice

1. Legal Notiae

A REQUE5T, COM ING FROM
YOU AND PRESIDENT GORANDiA
CARRIES MUCH WEIGHT' I
WILL. ANSWER SHORTLY,
R. PRESIDENT.

INA
MOMENT,
I HAVE
TO 00 504E
HEAVY
THINKING.

ACROSS
1 Rancor
5 --- a plea
8 Wild buffalo
of India
12 Region
13 Macaw
14 Metal fastener
15 Daily
17 Dog
19 Summed up
20 Tricks
21 Goddess of
discord
23 Heap
24 Prohibit
24 Spin
28 Mournful
31 Article
32 Southern
blackbird
33 Behold!
34 Chinese
pagoda
36 Rubbish
38 Excavate
39 Stalk
41 Possessive
pronoun
43 Out of date
45 Carouse
48 Consecrate
50 Testify
51 Ripped
52 Mature
• 54 Siamese
coins
55 Detest
56 Haul
--457 Dregs

5 Vehicle
6 Conjunction
7 Moccasin
8 Cancel
9 Lifts
10 Baseball
team
11 Pub items
16 Redact
18 Seed coating
22 Horde
23 Light refractOr
24 Cudgel
25 Collection of
facts
27 Girl's name
29 - Baba
30 Canine
36 Classify
36 Numerical
suffix .
37 Lease
38 Dedicate
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The City of Murray, Kentucky, for the Murray
Water and Wastewater will accept quotations on
the following chemicals: Bulk Sodium Hydroxide
(Caustic Soda liquid) 50% , Sodium Silicofluoride,
Chlorine Cylinders, Calcium Hypochlorite (HTH),
Soda Ash life (Sodium Coronate), Ferric Chloride
Anhydrons, lime Hydrated (Rotary Kiln).
Specifications are available at the City Clerk's office, 5th and Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky.
Bids ore to be delivered to the City Clerk's office,
City Hall Building, not later than 5:00 p.m. Monday, March 10, 1980. The City reserves the right
to accept the lowest or best bid or to reject any or
oil bids submitted.
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publicly opened and read aloud with award based on
the lowest bid price.
Specifications may be oick0 up at the office of
the Calloway County Board of Education, 2110 College
Form Rood, Muni* Ky. 42071.
The Board reserves the right to reject any or all
bids.

THE 1979 PROPERTY TAX BOOKS FOR THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY WILL BE
CLOSED ON MARCH 31, 1980 IN
PREPARATION FOR PUBLICATION OF A
DELINQUENT TAX ROLL AND FILING OF LIENS
ON ALL REAL PROPERTIES LOCATED IN THE
CORPORATE CITY LIMITS AND CITY SCHOOL
DISTRICTS, 1 AND 3, WHIP:1 HAVE OUT.10.4ND1NG TAXES v_r TO 4HE
MURRAY.
JO CRASS
CITY CLERK

1

PAGES THE MURRAY,Ky ., LEDGER & TIMES,Tuesday,-Marwh 4. 19s1)

6. Help Wanted

iatedikilitPha CLASSI
15TACticles For Sale -

24. Miscellaneous
43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate
49. Used Cars
53.
Offered
Opportunity for a B.S. Nurse Clearance 'salel Fireplace For sale Small business corn
with 2 years experience in enclosures with ewes doors and puler system. TRS-80. includes
For sale 1973 Chevrolet Carpet
. leaning:
tree
Maternal and Child Health Nur- wire mesh draw screens all programs for most business
Paramus & Therm= Caprice Classic low auleage, estimates satisfied references
sing and also tor a nutritionist sizes and finishes. while they needs. Data Processing Connew tune-up all extras Ex Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleanlaserest•
with a B S
cellent condition $1200 Call ing Call leis Carpet Cleaning
nutrition or last $34 99 Wallin Hardware, sultants, 304 S Dunlap, Paris,
dietetics with two years ex- Paris
IN 38242 (901) 642-8627 or
753-0078 after 5 pm (tally
Real Estate
753-5827
perience to work in a program
642-0127
Soutriside Coon Square
excellent Concrete and block work Bloch
Rabbit
1975
VW
for high-risk infants Com- For sale. 40 ft van load of used
Kealacky
mechanical condition Approxara
For sale Used 8' fluorescent
g ges basements driveways
petitive salaries, excellent b- office fulniture, chairs, desks,
753-4451
imately 35._ ,mpg Call 436 walks, patios steps free
tubes.
Call
753-3944
inge benefits, and moving ex- safes. 4 and 5 drawer file
ANOTHER
2862
estimates Charles Barnett
For sale Nikon F2 with 50 mm
penses paid if outside the cabinets, tables, fiberglass
NEW LISTING
and
7535416
0:
d T ck
4 bedroom house in
Bootheel Region Innovative, plexiglass Ross & Sons Salvage F-2 lens, 135 mm 35 lens. 28
45.Tarms for Sale
providing opportunity or profes- Mdse , Inc Martin, TN 38237. mm 2.5 lens. Gitzo tri-pod,911
Hazel with garage that
19,78 Chevrolet Big 10 pickup, Carpentry service Whatever
Three atres; prime building
sional input Contact the SEM° Phone 1901) 587-2420. Open alter 5.prn, 436-2855.
can be used for clean4-speed transmission positive your needs old or new quality
site, fenced, septic tank and traction differential
Association ,of Public Health Mon -Fri 130 to 530,
up shop. House has gas
New rear work_ Call 153 0565
Sat For sale 70 ft. t.v. tower, new
well, large garden. big trees,
Administrators Inc. 515 First 7 30 to 3 00
heat, wall to wall
41.000 miles Driveways white rocked and
luggs.
rotor and -hinge plate. 7536-ply
tool shed with security light
St , Kennett MO 63857 or call
Perfect condition $3750 Call graded Any size white rock or
carpets, city water
9643.
Only 212 miles from Murree on 753-4828.
collect Clay Gardner. BMCH 16. Home Furnishings
and
sewer.
Recently
pea gravel one ton and up
8"x12'
Partible
building
blacktop
with
Serious
inquiries onAdministrative Director
For sale Console stereo. $250:
Insulated and wired. A
Clifford Garrison 753-5429
1978
black
Chevy
shingle
Bonanza.
ly
4-Wheel
roof,
759-4683
plywood
after
.7
pm.
No
antique
dresser, $165, solid
Part tene.or full time If you
good-4!uy at .$27,000.
drive, power steering power Electrical or plumbing repairsfloor, and masonite sides. Call
realtors.
teach or sell or if you have a oak coffee table $70 Call 753- 41443800 after 4 pm.
Phone
K. .perud Realbrakes. air conditioned, many by the lob. by the hour Well
Too
much
4362
pancake
make-up
46.
Homes
for Sale
or not ty 753-1222. We are
sincere desire to do something
extras,
excellent condition pumps repaired 474 2257
Wheel
chair for sale like new,
enough,fellows?"
truely exceptional with your Genuine Navajo rug. saddle
members of
ple for sale rental property in $4100. Call(901)662-7989.
Call
753-1589
life call(901)642-6141
Guttering by Sears Sears con
blanket design. 2'1 ft x 4 ft,
Murray, $38500 $475 per
Listing Service.
32.-kifs. FoiRit
Dodge pickup. 31.000 linous gutters installed c --.n
38. Pets-Supplies
month income, $625 per 1978
Plant Engineering Assistant. brand, new, see for yourself. 27. Mobile Home Sales
miles,
perfect condition, see at your specifications Call Sc rs
month possible Phone 7534-UNIT
Division of major U S corpora- $100 or best offer. Leave Two bedroom, 1912 Citation. For rent: 1 bedroom garden Beagle puppies and mother,
205 S 5th St., phone 753- 753-2310 for free estimates message
bar
Chas
at
544)
,after
762-3824.
5
pm
for
appointtion requires a person with in:
APARTMENT
natural gas heat, and air condi- apartment, -carpeted, range, Call 865-3868
4669.
ment
Having .troOble getting those
dustrial and gime drafting ex- RCA tour hour video recorder, tioned. Located at Riveria Cts. refrigerator. disposer. Call 753- For sale: Chocolate Poodle
BUILDING
pup
1970 F-250 Ford pickup truck odd lobs done around the
Good rate of return on
perience to assist plant excellent condition, two 36" $3900. Call 436-2430 after 6 7550.
Save
10%.
'buy
from
owner.
Call
$75.
753-7511
after
PY,
$600. Call 753-4652 between house? For all your odd job
engineer, and maintenance fiberglass shower stalls: one 2 pm.
this 2 story rental proLovely country h
with new 8 and 430.
Spacious one laedroorn apart- 4:30 pm.
needs call
supervisor in day to day sink vanity 'Call 753-7370
perty
elect,
just
plumb. insula Ink storm
listed. Pric_ 753-8056
Westwood 1000 trailer, com- ment. $165 per month, $100 43. Real Estate
maintenance operation and Stainless Watertess
sale.
For
1970
model
Chevrolet
windows
ed
and
in
doors.
the
Larga.kit$60's.
Home
remodeling
Phone
and repairs
Cookware, pletely remodeled and deposit, all utilities plus cable
project were. Please send never
chen, large family room. living, 753-1631.
Kopperud Realty, 753quality
work
rate in
at
lowest
carpeted Must sell' $3000 furnished. No pets. Ideal for
used
home
•
resume - or letter stating demonstrati
room, utility room. 2 bedrooms sfooale 1979 Chevy Cue ex- town Nickels & Pennies
• 1222. for 24 hour Real
on kind Originally Phone 753-4879
single
girls.
753-9829.
Call
•
qualifications and salary re- $500. selling
and bath. On paved Claytown cellent condition. low mileage. General Contractors. 759-4132
• Estate Service.
. Mob. Home Rents Two bedroom, large living
quirement to Ebonite Corp. deliver 1-324-3213$249. Will 28rd. (4 miles E of Hazel). Nice still u r warranty. Phone or 753-4109.
•
WE'RE BRINGING
P 0. Box 746 Hopkinsville, KY
landscaping and drive. Priced 753-5078attex6 pm.
For rent. Two bedroom mobirg room, built-in storage, carport.
• THE 80'S HOME TO
Insulation
Two
blown
in
by Sears:
dining
•
tables
one
with 6 borne, all electric, central air big yard No pets. $200 per
42240 •
for immediate sale at $20,000
YOU!
•
save on these high heating and
sale
chairs, china cabinet 2 buf- and heat,
For
1968
02xilge
BOYD-MAJO
pickup
RS
To
see
contact
Elton
Hudson.
month,
water furnished. Lease
couples only, no
•
Rebuilt/6 engine. New,, tires cooling bills. Call Sears. 753Person needed to clean cot- fets, canopy bed, maple end pets.
REAL ESTATE
498-8731.
$50 deposit, $150 per and deposit required. Phone
Call 759-4734 after 5`PmC"''- •,
tages every Saturday from tables and a half bed Call month. Phone 753-2317.
753-8080
, 2310. for free estimates.
753-5788.
For sale' Duplex. Has 2 Two bedroom house and 2 renMarch through October at 753 8615
Ford
F-250 XLT-Ranger truck.'•-.Licensed electrician prompt
ProfesSiona Sir-sires
For rent 2 bedroom trailer, Two bedroom furnished apartI bedrooms. living room, bath tal- units Low $30's 753-8049 Camper
small lakeside resort 15 miles 18. Sewing
special, .overhead eDt nt service Call Ernest
Friendly
The
With
Touch'.
Machines
located at Croppy Hollow. $165 ment on water at Lakeway
with shower, dining room, kit- 47. Motorcycles
east of Murray on route 732
Dreamer camper, fully self- White 3-0605
Shores
Repossed
per
436-2131
Call
Singer
month
after
6
Call
pm.
Future
chen
and
utility
room. covered
II. free
Good pay pleasant working
contained, sleeps 6. excellent licinsed Eleat 'clan and gas inCOUNTRY ESTATE
arm, in cabinet, payments only 436-2788
front porch. patio, central heat 1976 CB 750 Honda. New condition.
conditions 436-5414
33. Rooms for Rent
Will sell camper stallation, heati installation
Harley
wheel,
tires,
colonial
custom
home
New
on
$19.50 per month. Murray 12x60 Tw6 bedroom. furnishand air, thermo windows, dice
seperately. 759-1328.
Suzuki Franchised Dealer Sewing Center, Bel-Air
seat,
chain,
Furnished,
battery.
and
Imone
luxroom,
many
acres,
so
block
one
12
and repairs Call 753.Z03
cabinets, quality carpeting, foil
Shopp- ed. electric heat, one twine,
needs experienced motorcycle ing Center
maculate condition. $1300 1978 5500 series white GMC
from" Mar kitchen, living
much
uries,
so
styro-foam,
brick
veneer,
conLawns
and cemeterys ma' d
mile west of Almo Heights, room, and laundry
mechanic and a sales parts
facilities.
spaciousness, 11
dump truck, single axle. 2- free estimates- 436-2240 o
crete drives nd walks. Has firm. 395-7857.
$135
month,
per
plus
deposit.
person capable of manage- 11Farm Equipment
Boys only. $55 per month. Call
rooms, 3 baths, full
.1800 sq. ft. setting high on a 1970 350 Honda with wind speed transmission, good tires. 436-2573 or 753'1537
Call 753-4661
ment Call for qualification an&
759-4538'
finished basement, 2
large 'lot. Price $53.000. Con- la-miner, $585 Of best offer. 13.000 actual- miles. 10 ft.
1975
Massey
Furgerson
235.
interview (901)642-0511"
Rogers lAcl: like new: Gone out
struction finished by March 489-2273
fireplaces. Owner will
Like new Phone 492-8429 Trailer for rent in Hardin Call Sleeping rooms, refrigerator in
437-4462
of business must sell im9. Situation Wanted
15th. Call James R. Hamilton, 48. Auto.,Services
hall, private - rtrance. Zimmerconsider trade for city
after 4:30 pm.
Custom grading and
mediately Call Paris. (901)
T-9400.
property or will
gravel hauling. For free
Will do housecleaning Phone 1914 Massey Furgerson tractor 8x50 Two bedroom large lot - man Apartments South 16th.
Andrus Body Shop. Repairs, all 642-7721.
finance to qualified
estimates call 753437-4711
with 5 foot bushhog Call 753- with garden $70 per month 753-6609 •
makes, loaner car available. 1973 GMC`pickup
Look
bef6re
over
us
look
you
489-2595
Call
buyer.
, automatic,
6472
or 489-2372.
1'O.IIs. Opportunity 2418
34. Houses For Rent
around...When you're ready to Free estimates with body work. full power,'good condition: Call
BUSINESS LOT
Two bedroom, central heat and
437-4155,
Hardin.
Super
A
Farmall,
excellent
conbuy a home. you need a lot of
Earn extra money at home
436-2555.
Excellent location,
air, underpinned. $75 deposit. -Farm house, located 10 miles
questions answered. Like what Parts for 1973 LeMans PonGood pay. easy work, no ex- dition $2200 753-1905.
Mobile home anchors, roofs
east of Murray. Call 753-2480
commercial lot on 641
$125 per month. 753-3855
kind of financing is best? tiac, good motor, transmission, 1976 Luv, automatic, extra sealeii and underpinning.
perience necessiry. Send 54. Transport Auger, one year
after 5 pm.
N. in city. Has city
Where are the schools? Shopp- front cap, doors, etc. Call 489- nice. $2890. Call 489-2595
resume to Susan. Murray old. Hutchinson 8-, $1800 21 Heating-Cooling
Aluminum or fiberglass. Also
water, 172 ft. frontage
For rent. Nite house, conve51. Campers
ing Centers? What about the 2256 or 753-8131.
Manor Apartments F5
patio awnings and . carports.
Call 435-4265
Four stack 4.000 watt partible niently located
size.
acre
in
one
over
to University,
• electric
paperwork that's usually involvsingle
or double. Jack Glover.
heaters,
Wallin
$36
99.
ingestment
14. Want To Buy
. Call ed? Get the lump
Good
- Vac Case tractor. $600: new
available March 15. Absolutely
on these and
MICHELIN MICHELIN
753-1873 after 6 pm.
FOR SALE
753-8080 for more in- other questions by calling
no pets Couples preferred.
Wards one man pest hold dig- Hardware, Paris
.
CenCARROLL
36" topper for short
N & M painting and wall paperformation.
Write P.O. Box 32 J.
ger and auger, $150: steel cat- 30. Busines Rental
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors,
silver
laying
wheel base pickup.
ing. 753-7331 or 437-4617
tle tacks for tong wheel base
TIRE
at 753-1492. We have just this
„partly furnished house for rent
0
coins, sterling
0
$125, call 753-5322
7S-8080
IN
Ford or Chevy, $50: three
SERVICE
kind of information-that makes
Need ,work On yourtrees.
-11-n country with garden. for
!Toppafter 4 p.m.
gild
sliv•r,
bushel Sears spreader seeder,
ing, pruning. shaping, comyour house hunting easier.
family and pets. $110 per monYOUR CAR AND
Now
Leasing
$50. two wheel trailer with 5
a
loweiry.
plete removal: and more. Call
th, plus deposit. Write to P.O. Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs
LIGHT TRUCK .
4
Office space in new
ft plywood sides, $100.- Call
Realtors
about
our
VIP
•layco travel trailer. electric BOWER'S TREE SERVICE for
Referral
N.
Box
H.
32
DEALER
TIRE
75S-6837.
In
professiona
l
building,
431-4512
Service.. because changing
plumbing and heating, air con- more professionsl tree care
1105 POGUE IN
1 21O Johnson Blvd. Call
Two bedroom house in Hardin, homes is enough trauma by
ditioned, refrigerator, stove, 753-8536.
Want to buy used wagon or
753-1489
Central gas heat, air condition- itself. In a word it's called adon
753-9201 or
sleeps 5. v'vy
Bicycle type exerciser Call trailer. Phone 498-8376
t and clean,
ed. Also furnished or unfur- justment. Moving from
MKNELNI MKNELIN
like new, $2300. Call 753- Painting - eaper hanging Com753-0368 after 4 pm
home to
7534535
mercial or residential 25 years
nished mobile home. Call 527- home and neighborhood
22. Musical
2-669
to
Cash for your used furniture.
experience
Free estimates
7516.
meghborhood.
PIANO IN STORAGE
Truckload tire sale! Truck tires 52. Boats and Motors 759-1987
Will purchase by piece or
Beautiful spinet-console
After
we
sell
Two
your
bedroom
house
home,
rent
for
we
in
highway
700x15-,
6
tread.
ply,
• housefull: 753-4109
DON'T POSTPONE
stored locally. Reported like
For rent Body shop. about 5 Hardin. Extra nice. Call 437- pride ourselves on knowing the.
sheetrock
$31.84 plus $2.96 FET; 14 ft Cherokee aluminum 'Professional
new. Responsible party con
HAPPINESS
Older house that needs work
miles out on 641 North. Call 4462.
rieighberheod that awaits you
H78x15-, 6 ply, $36.54 plus boat, trailer, and motor. 20 finishing, roofing, painting.
take at big saying on low
This may be the home
Call 753-9400
753-5618.
$3.49 FET; 750x16-, 8 ply, horse Johnson. 753-1502 or refinishing, paneling, home..
Three bedroom, one bath brick elsewhere The schools, parks,
payment balance. Wnte
you've been waiting
repairs. Calf .,502-354-6-565
shopping facilities. Now for the
$43.68 plus $3.80 FET. Wallin 753-4860
Scrap gold Old ring mounJoplin Piono, Joplin, Missouri
'Office space. Suift 01 -office house. $300/month,
esfrmatee.
designed
for,
Free
ingenious
to
bring
part...VIP
_
Referral
Hardware,
PariS.
"
•
For
tings. -antique gold. watches,
tate:
IT
64801.
aluminum
Vspace available for rent or
•
rent in advance -onplus
emwths
$200 may also find a buyer for your
instant happiness and
bottom
dental gold. etc we pay cash.
boat
with
trailer,
new
lease.
3
Includes
security
both
single
deposit.
Transmission
Call
and
Mr.
fits
diesel.
5PAINTING
present home from another cipleasure to your famiFor sale pre-owned jewelry HAMMOND 'ORGAN. Excellent double offices and conference Wilder. 753-3231.
speed, also 2-speed electric gallon gas tank. Shakespeare
-Residential,Farm
ty, then help that family adjust
1
ly. Nothing was
Rogers Jewelers, The Quality condition Worth $600, will room. Close to court square.
trolling
•
motor,
Commercial
and
7 7 horse
rear end. Spoke hubs. Other
Two bectroom house in country, to your neighborhood. Sound
Spray,brush & roller
overlooked in making
Diamond Store of Paris. TN take best offer. Need to selll 753-4109.
Johnson motor, new unattachparts.
759-1739.
available first of March' Adults familiar? It's the same thing
15 Yrs. Experience
this quality home the
Northside Court &were Phone Call 753-0243.
ed ,seats. Sold together or
only. 753-7813.
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite seperate. $750. Call 753-2935.
RALPH WORLEY
we do for you someplace else
ultimate in beauty,
New and used Baldwin piano 31. WantTo Rent
(901)642-5551
snow tires with studs. mounted
Call 753-1492 for helpful infor436-2353
and
offers
lonardo
3
organs,
bedrooms,
One
two
Piano
to
and
acre
Co..
tobacco
base
Want to buy Junk cars. Call
36. for Rent Or Lease
on wheels. Will fit Chevrolet 14 ft. Polarcraft Jon boat with
mation on 'hi, service.
753-5778
baths,
across
Call
from
the
2
Post
Office.
large
family
474-8838 after 5 pm.
Camaro, 1968-69 Chevrolet. 20 hp Johnson motor. Moody Snow removal from driveways
Paris, TN
room with fireplace,
32. Apts. For Rent
parking lots, etc. Also -tractor
STROUT
REALTY,
Size G 78x14. $90. Call 753- tilt trailer. 759-1233.
INC.
Want to buy 200 amp sows*
Mini
and double car
Extermin
ating
21.
15. lniehs soca 1600 h. sonthi
work: breaking
2796.
disking
Furnished apartment, near
53.
Services
pole. Call 753-7127.
Offered
garage. Call and treat
hortions bey.. end shiers
Warehouse
bushhogging
,
blade
work.
Call •
downtown Murray. Call 75349.. Used Cars
yourself to a showing
Wanted to buy good used
753-7400 from 8 tih-5.--after
FARMS-NOMES
4109.
•
Want it done now?
Storage Space
houseboat 354-8370
of
this
lovely home.
1974 Comet, 6 cylinder.
pm 753-2632.
BUSINESSES
Want it done quick?
For rent: Newly decorated one
Phone 753-1222, KopFor Rent
$1400 Good condition Call
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
IS. Articles For Sale
Carpentry, dry wall,
Wet basement? We make wet
bedroom apartment, furnished
perud Realty, for full
PROPERTY
759-4610
pointing.
753-4750
basements dry.,work completeor unfurnished. partial utilties
time
real
estate
serlistings needed! Offices
1968 Chevy Impala 327, new
ly guarenteed. Call or write
furnished.
1414
Vine
St.
Call
vice.
FOR
Coast to (oast. Bums from
tires and muffler. $400 Call
Morgan Construction Co
For rent: 2 bedroom townhouse 37. Livestock-Supplies
Everywhere 'Free''Catoglog
SALE
HOUSE&
753-8895
437-4512
Route 2. Box 409A. Paducah
apartment,
all
carpet,
Kelly's
range. Good Timothy-Clover hay for
Termite
Own your own Pinball
APPROXIMATELY
KY 42001, or call day or night
Strout Realty
1956 Chevy 2-door, excellent
refrigerator, dishwasher, sale, $1.50 per bale. Call
mochine. We hove a
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel 1-442-7026.
MeL Stow irebh.
3 ACRES
492Post
Control
condition,
327
4-speed,
-$1500.
disposer, washer and dryer 8949 after 5 pm.
1912 ClikhreetrIld
variety of old pinball
maintenance
ing
and
Unusual opportunity
phvne 753 3914
Can (901)662-7989.
allormir I,
751 0116
hookup, central heat and air.
machines. Call Bill
References Guaranteed work Will . haul driveway white rock
to have your own horse
38.
Pets
-Supplie
s
Call 753-7550.
1974 Cutlass Supreme, power Free estimates Call 753-8948 and Ag lime, also have any type
Smith.
farm within the city
of brown or white pea gravel
24:Miscellaneous
A.A.A. dog grooming, 12 years Owner must leave town, health
steering.
power brakes, air. 8- or 753-2501 after 5 pm
limits of Murray. ProFurnished 2 bedroom apartreasons. 13 acres • of good
753-1217
Also do backlioe work Call
track
tape
player,
condigood
Bel and Howell Zoom movie ment downtown, water and experience, $10. Call Goldie farmland. nice 3 bedroom
perty has attractive
Brown, Lynn Grove. 435-4579.
tion. Call after 1 pm, 437- Carpet cleaning, at reasonable Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
camera, model 1224, takes col- heat furnished. 753-1569.
cypress plank fencing,
home with lots of out
rates, prompt and efficient ser- 753-6763.
Clothes for sale' Women's size or and sound Also protector
4792.
AKC registered male Cocker buildings
36'
24'
x
redwood
to
and
town
on
maCustom Carpet Care 489vice.
For
rent:
Nice
one bedroom fur- Spaniel,
7, children's size 2 Toddler, and screen All for $250 Call
Will do plumbinfand heating
1970 Chevrolet Impala. 4-door, 2774.
12 weeks old, $60. jor highway. Now reduced. Call
concrete block house
nished apartment, $125. Call
and infants Call 753-2935
repairs and remodeling around
753-2669
Call 753-5315 or 153-8887.
conditioned.
air
350
motor,
Spann
Green
at
James
Realty
stable,
and
the home is
753-3949..
,I
•
good work car, $300. 1974 Carpentery. Quality workman- the home Call 753-2211 or
an extremely well
Basic and Advanced dog obe- Associates. 753-7724.
Furnished
upstairs
apartment, dience
Gremlin. 304 motor, good gas ship. New or repair. Hawley 753-9600
The city of Murray is accepting applications to fill
maintained
3
classes and private in- Practically new home on dounear campus, no pets, $115
mileage, needs some body Bucy 492-8120'
one vacancy in the Murray Police Department. Begin51.-reid And Seedbedroom,2 bath home.
structions. Also tracking and ble lot, has 3 bedrooms, 2
per
month,
references
work,
please.
$600.
after
4
753-1978
ning Police salary of $10,000 annually, health inprotection training.-'AR- breeds baths. With central heat and
Kopperud
Phone
RealHay for sale good. clean. 90
Call 75914782 or 762-4426 ask and
pm.
. .
surance and pension program. Applications and job
Open 9-5, Mondayages from 2 months up. air. Immediate possession
ty, 753-1222 for all the
cents per bale Call Benton
for Bonnie.
description may be obtained at the Murray Police
For sale: 1967 VW. new clutch
Friday. 9-12 Noon
Professional instructor, 436- Owner must sell. Asking
information on this
527-3523
Department, City Hall building, 5th & Poplar Street
New
bedroom duplex for 2858.
Saturday
$700. Call 753-7836.
once-in -a-lifetime
$27.0004 Calf-Spann Realty
Column'
until 5:00 PM March 12, 1980.
rent, located in Westwood SubAssociates, 753-7724.
opportunity. 70's.
41. Public Sale
CARTER STUDIO
1971 Lincoln Continental Mark
Current applications on file will be automatically
division. 753-0915.
Swingset frame, ideal for porch
304 Alwin
III Loaded with equipment
753 52911
Good quality older home
reviewed.
swing in yard Call 753-0806
Having a yard sale?
New duplex. 2 bedroom, all apnew tires. in good condition
located at 500 N 6th Street. We're
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer
af!er 4 PM
sold
on
your
house
Then
pliances,
central vacuum
pickup your free
Call 1-354-6217 after 4 pm.
Has 3 bedrooms. living room,
operating under an Affirmative Action Program.
before
we
It...Our
sell
theory
is
system, located in Northwood
yard sale signs from
kitchen dining room combina- simple.
We take the time .to 1977 Lincoln Mark V. all op
Subdivision in back of AMC
the Gallery of Homes
tion, utility loom and enclosed
Fall Nouse Cleaning
know
your
house, price it cor- lions Call 767-4167
dealer on 641 North. 753office on Highway 641
porch. Old Carriage House pro- rectly, and
Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free
discover
it's
distinc- 1979 Mustang Ghia, 6 cylinder.
2437.
N.in The Village Shopvides outside storage. Large lot. tive features.
estimates. Insured and experienced. Call day or
Because we're fully loaded, excellent condiping Center just
Priced at $25.900. Need to sell
One bedroom, adjoining Univernight:
it,
on
sold
it's
much
easier
to
tion, will take best offer. 159across from the
to complete settlement of
sity. water furnished. $130.
find
right
the
buyers and close 1875.
759-1176
Boston Tea Party.
estate. Call Spann Realty
1303 Chestnut. Phone 753the sale. Then we even save you
to complete basic physical examinations
Associates 753-7724
Pontiac
for 3134.
Sunbed
Sport
Coupe.
time aftej the sale by helping
JOHN SMITH
insurance companies, area, excellent pay One bedroom'
furnished apartwith time-consuming paper- .18 months old, excellent con
. schedule. Available immediately, and will
NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
work, Its all, a matter of spee- .ditioh, dark green with tan Lan
not ment on Highway 121 North,
Ainley Auction I
2•9 W•Invt Street
interfer with other employment. For' innext to Fairground college
ding our time wisely so, it dau top and interior: AM-FM
(./teirtA,/
radio 8-track. Redueel from
Realty Saks
NEW OFFICINIMIRS.
:
Cluseri All Da) Wed
doésn't.wast
e
formation please submit brief_cesume in han- buys preened. No pets.
/-- ••• • /
Coy war awn
- en-0nel "price Witi•iakti
ivronariy4 naarii.30•Nocm ' Sato!da)
iii 9'700
another
reason
should
you
call
dwriting to: Lifedata Medical Services P. O.
him el .
Century
21 . Loretta lobs ten. C40753-8847 after 5 pm.
Appromn
Furnished
one
bedroom
apartlox 7611, St. Charles, M•.63301.
Pb 190,
4
7916., 419 37')
Realtors today at 753-1492. 1976 Trans Am fully loaded,
HAIRCUT $1.15
PRICE SHAVE 75'
ment, Zimmerman Apartments,
753-7411
5o1 Ij(,oe T.:grm
• •
,
•So,
Were the Neighborhood Pro- excellent condition Call 753AROUND 11-1E CLOCK
South 16th, 753-6609.
fessionals
)853

Services

the

ome of
I is
will
fobs
S or
give
& G
Col
180

eek
y
nd
53-*

elbse

56. Free

RN OR LPN NEEDED

1

i

a

,
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Deaths & Funerals
Mrs. Williams Dies
At Local Hospital
Mrs Helen Williams of 1708
Olive Street, Murray, died last
night at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was a member of St.

Miss Verna White's
Funeral Services
Being Held Today

Mrs. Myrtle Ellis
Dies Today With
Rites Wednesday

The funeral for
Mrs. Myrtie Ellis of Murray

Miss

White of Hazel is being held to-

Route-6 died today at 2:35 a.m.

day at -2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Miller Funeral Home,

at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was 83 years
of age.

Uezel, with Bill Dillon officiating. The, singing is by

I.owsv ille.
One son, Braxton Williams

The Calloway woman was
married in 1916 to Claud Sims

singers from the Hazel Church

(4 1708 Olive Street, Murray,

who died in 1927. She later

burial

and

ar-

'rangements are incomplete,
but friods npy call at the J.
U. Churehill Funeral Home

he preceded her in death in
.1955.
Mrs. Ellis was a member of

Mrs. Nancy Hicks
Dies With Funeral
To Be Wednesday

She is Survived by onesen.

Sims and

his wife,

eHstr Morgan Silts, Murray

Murray, died

Street,

a.m. at

at 4

MOnday

the

County

- Murray-Calloway

White. She
I will be held

The fun

She

Funeral Home with the
Gerald Owen officiating a

Hicks who died in 1945.

the Sugar Creek Singerk pro-

The Murray woman was a
member of the First Baptist
Church Born May 12,.1894, in

she was

Trigg County,
daughter

of the
and

Rogers

late

the

John

Bailey

Bell

Mrs. Hicks is survived by
Hicks,
sons--John
four
Washington, Ilk, Lloyd Hicks,

urray

children;

26_ __great

grand-

Pallbearers will be Howard
and -Buel Morgan. Robert and
Andy Burkeen;and Carlos-and-

Tenn., and

Tommy • Elkins. Burial will
follow in the Curd' Cemetery

and

Final Rites Today
For Mrs. McClure

Kell, J. Smith of Murray
Route 5 died Monday at,8:20

The funeral for Mrs. MIT_
Laurine McClure of Hazel

with the Rev. Herbert McFadden and the Rev. Dr. Bill Whit-

Blalock-Coleman

Funeral

Friends may call at the

and

Pocahontus

„Smith.

He

was

Pallbearers are Dennis and , farmer.
Survivors
McClure. Randy and

Funeral Wednesday _
For H. L Clark
Funeral services for H. L.
'Clark of Murray Route 2 will
'
"be-held Wednesday at 2 p.m.
t the chapel of the J. H.ChurFuneral Home with the
Rev.' . David C. Roos officiating

d

Mrs. Maxine

Grady

Dick,

Stub-

ray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. McClure,64, died Monday at 5 a.m. at her home..
Survivors include her husband, .Aylon

will fo

in the

Pace Cemetery.

Ruby Hutson Dick, Murray;
one daughter, Mrs. Charles
wife,

Linda, one sister, Mrs. Joe
(Pauline) Poulson, and one
Mc-

funeral home from 6 to 9

Clure, all of Hazel Route '2;

tonight Tuesday).(

ene

Mr. Clark, 70, died Sunday
at 3 p.m. at the Murray-

Mdrky,
s.

Calloway County Hospital. A
retired

supervisor
Motor

for

the

Company,

today

all.

three
Aubrey

Audrey)(

Mrs. Thomas (Opal) Crowell,
Murray .Route 5; one sister.
Mrs. Maude Bucy, Fern Ter-

Valey. Calif.; seven

•"It doesil -kook bad at all,"
WelK Spoltearnan for

children.

The funeral

win

be held

Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with burial to
in the
McCuiston

follow

Cemetery.
funeral" home -after 6 p.m.
tonight(Tuesday

Elsewhere

in

South,

the

residents dug out from under
warmer

hoped for

and

weather. Meanwhile,

"California braced for more rain
and Colorado got eight inches of

'The southern storm, roaring
in from the Midwest over the

30 inches in North Carolina. It
was blamed for at least 36
deaths in 10states.
In Florida, blossoms of next
_ year's orange crup turned black
in

e

r

o

-

United States
problems

which are

in-

connected with ag-

ing.

The annual conventions
are devoted to sharing ideas
and
progress with other

members and exploring areas
of need which are unique to
the elderly.
Phillips is an adjunct professorin the paralegal studies
program at Murray State
University and is developing
and teaching a new course titled "Legal Services for the
Elderly." The course '
deals
with the legal problems which
the elderly have to face and
trains students in assisting

4414
9
!ir or,

older persons with such problems.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
Mari.h 4, IMO
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes t Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 439 Eat. 700 BarTows &
Gilts .25-.50 lower Saws uneven 'Steady to
.50 higher
US 1.2 200-2.0 lbs. ..
'. . . 05.25-35.75
US,24240 lbs. .
.
835 00-35 MI

$590090
Keep That Gredi GM Feeiing With Genuine GM Parrs

CM

P!..!r? '
.

7S3-2617

citizens

been

long

has

2-.420-ao

ths. -

CS 1-1224-1
50
--11;s.
; $31 007
350
US 1-1 300-450 lbs. ..v...829.00-3J.90
US 1-3 450-500 Ws
631.00-34.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.... 104.00-35.00 few 3540
I(S 2-3 300-5001bs.
•
828 0019 00
Boors ov..r 300 lbs 24 00.26.00

rapidl
oranges,

concentrated orange juice, froze
on

the

trees

in

20-degree

-We are in serious trouble,"

Riley of

MORG

ID, Ky.

the Mayterm of the Union

ris, who held him to the grand

to. the Atlantic and from Palm'
Beach County, in the south to

itsrY•

Gainesville in the north.

ding Sturgis officer Joe Capps

"Right now we're extremely
concerned about next year's

following a disturbance at a

ainpa,

group for

a

4,500

•
The freeze prompted speculation about increased consumer

one

of

eight

and

five

State Fred L. Wineland. Each

Hampshire,

man's name will be on the

in the hands of his own

primary ballot unless he sub-

New

in

constituents an a_____
Mg he is hOt a canditiltte
had to win. "I'm eonfident I

will

win," he said on election

eve in the state that has four
elected him to the

times

- If Ford chose to stay in the
Maryland primary, he would
be able to make perhaps his

Senate.
.

for

the Republican nomination.

campaign

Carter's

chair-

man, David L. Flynn, said
Kennedy would ha veep roll -111:i
•a .landslide of 75 perrent‘thr •

first
GOP

challenge

to apparent

front-runner

Ronald

Reagan in a state that -Ford
won easily four years ago. In a

contest,

two-Man

Ford out-

Polled Reagan 96,291 to 69,680
in'the 1976 Maryland primary.

to
it

C4;Tections & Amplifications

Se

restaurant

He

It was incorretl

Ledger

reported in Monday's edition of The

irnes that USDA statistics
600,000 farmers will be s
of work during 1900.
Murray

was arrested

a

reveal

re
de

after a three-hour chase and
correct promptly any errors in
The Murray ledger & Times tries
• inforrna
a
' in news articles
'
•
an error or
• I this column. To
That is the purpo
ciarificatiow please call 75.3-19111.

charged with assault and wanton

amen

the Union
Monday under

He remained in
County

jail

re

$50,000 bondi
a

"We're in supply trouble again

Something New At The Decor Store

million gallons (of t...K.eob ate)
more than at the same time last
year - when

we had no weather

Orlando-based

Limited Edition Prints Framed in None Glare Glass
Museum Mounting, No. Editions-hand signed by artist.
double matting. Windberg-Allison-Nelson Rhodes & More

United

United

Campus

office at 753-3531.
United
, The
Ministry-in

an

771
,

eiwwww.

Glass Top
China Cabinet

Secretory

Reg. $229.95

1111

Req. $259.15

Campus

Now $18995

ecumenical

on Wednesday, March 5 at
12:30 p.m. in the Counseling

Presbyterian U.S., Roman
Catholic, United Methodist,

and

United Presbyterian, U.S.A.;
and United Church of Christ

Dr. Usht
st, of the Murray. churches, and the Jewish
State University Department
Southern
of
Federation
of Instruction and Learning,

a

Unfinished Furniture & Wicker Sale

Curio Cabinet

Ministry

organization, sponsored by the
Disciples of Christ, Episcopal,

Trestle Table
Reg. S159.95

$ 25°°

Sole Price

$21 Of"
Only
Small Corner Cabinet

Reg. $79.95 Now $59.95

Night Stands
Reg. Price $189.95

1 5Q00

Now $

Reg. $39.95 Now $32.95

Large Corner Cupboard
Wicker Trunks

Reg. $295.00 Now $200.00
Reg. $99.00 Now $80.00

Reg. $12995 Now $100.00

Reg. $149.95 Now $125.00

s Stock Market

Priceikof stocks of local interest at II
a.m. CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger A Times by First of Michigan
Corp.,of Murray,:
-sin
industrial Average
Mis-ks
Air Products
11%0,4
American Motors
3111,0%
Ashland
Usher is the fourth in a series
471S-Ne
American Telephone
IP11-1,9
Chrysler
of
.
UCM luncheirs 'dealing
3044 war
Ford Motor
with
"Perspectives
on
!Prune
G.A.F
No Trade.
Testing." Students, faculty, General Care ,
744 +.,•
General Dynamics
and other 4tterested persons General mows
loin,
- rev,.
le% urn
are encouragertto participate General Tire
20k
it
irn
'
Goodrich •..•
in the informal luncheon 000dyear
a'
13,4-4
program at a cost of11,25. The flardees
t............a...6.W".
oiMl1tW
- alt. t k.
I.B.M.
. . . 11Pkb,Mira
111iLl
.ii.,_ lyric°.
n
the Counseling and '
,resting Pennwalt
K*14Thl
. ...... .....n-1/4

___Wpdpeideir_at

unk-gn •

Center Conference ROOM •Quaxer olds
located In Ordway Hall. For
more information, call the

was

with an inventory only about two

Ministry Luncheon program

and

_ Ford

Daily is ,charged with woun-

'Effects Of Testing In
Public School' To Be
Topic Of UCM Luncheon

earned his Bachelor of Science

Monday.

trate.

fruit. The affectedoimages can

Con-

primary

Valencias arid possible increases

Citizens Board, and a member

ference Room.

13 Maryland

in retail prices of orange concen-

of the Murray Transit System.

Center

May

said he expected less juice from

About 90 percent of Florida's

Testing

for the Republican
presidential nomination in the

didate

supply. Grower Ed Mackewie

orange crop is processed into
juice, with the rest sold as fresh

Usher at the United Campus

Gerald

prices and larger returns for

Senior

School" will be the focus of a
discussion led by Dr. Richard

President

Ford will be listed as a can-

growers because of a shorter

Qiewers and Shippers Associa-

"The Effects of Testing on
Student in the Public

ANNAPOLIS, Md. (AP) Former

Har-

groves from the Gulf of Mexico'

tion.

the

was

re smination.

rtc. s

Ford's Name To Be
On Maryland Ballot
Unless He Removes It

candidates by Secretary of

Union

rowers

already ISa two-man race.

Democrats listed as potential

pleaded innocent Monday before

crop," said Don Linn, executive
vice president of Seald Sweet

against

h and Reagan. He angrily
disputed Bush claims that it,

ing to surprise- some people,"

checked millions of acres of

-District Judge Tom

strong

on

coming

Republicans

Carter

police
by

Illinois Rep. John B. Anderson, bouyed by the vein of
liberal 'Republicanism in

strength in. the final days
before the voting. "We're go:

Kennedy, a 10-point loser to

AP)

man charged

primary on April 1.

the baflOttile officials skid

he said.

Man Charged With
ounding Policeman
To e Case Heard

dropped his campaign here,
and said he would make his
next stand in the Wisconsin

his weakest states.

growers _and inspection teams

Aging,the city
the

In Dublin County, 40 poultry
houses collapsed under the
weight of mow and ice, killing _
thousands of chickens and
turkey's.

California Gov. Edmund G.
Brown Jr. also was on the
Democratic ballot, but he

unless he takes his name' off

Bush said he was gaining

in 16 communities paralyzed by
up to 30inches of snow.

hedging about Massachusetts,
for his campaign could not
survive an upset at home.

in Massachusetts, which he
once had described as among

as

Inspection Service

Murray,i vice

County

Reagan said he was cautiously
optimistic about his prospects

better to gain a real comeback
n his challenge to Carter's

the Florida.

Murray-

of

California governor to,intent
sify. his .campaign effort in
Massachusetts and Vermont.

if

ty grand ilirr
John Daily, 33, of CleKoven,

said Herb

County to the Purchase Area

Calloway

beat him there two-to-one.
That-showing led the former

the mow -started melting. National Guard troops were on duty

officer last week will be

,

thing a week ago 'in New
Hampshire - and Reagan

In North Carolina, stranded
motorists, buses and planes
began moving through slush as

- The case of

Much the same

He ,said

,

day

of the

chairman

harvested quickly.

with wounding a

problems," saidsWilson McGee

of

processed into .juice

be

temperatures Sunday and Mon-

tative of Murray and Calloway

degree at MSU
completed
be knowledgeable in the areas
work -for a Masters of
of concern to the elderly, prin- .Education,and a Doctorate in
cipally in the public benefit
Educate-1i áIthe University of
field," said Phillips. "It's our
Florida.
hope to place trained students'
The presentation by Dr.

Two tone red and silver, short wheel base. powei ,•nering, puwer
brakes, air conditioning, tilt steering wheel, AM FM radio-, bed
roils. tool box, rally wherls, steel belted radial.tores. one .awnt.e:
new truck trode in Approtimotely I 7.000 miles

nC.

which

"We are training students to

4
1979 Chevrolet Pickup Silverado

Continuous
Protection

in selected senior

Commission on

terested in solving some of the

Valencia

growers./

attorney

southern

maturing

and central sections of the 34county citrus belt.

ly: A Practical Experiment."

the

cited

boxes. And

marketing

of Legal Services to the -Elder-

in

had

crop _amounting to 15.

temperatures that hit the north

disregarded," he continued.
Phillips is also the represtin-

units

Ice coated the

Fruit

snow.

of the Southern Owuntological
Society in Atlanta Oh‘Feb. 2022.

tal

freeze

about 85 million 90-pound boxes

centers in the Purchase Area
to fill the gap in legal services

organizations,
universities and governmen-

y

ready to be harvested for frozen

BilF.Fhillips, local Murray
attorney;presented a seminar
at the first anqoal convention

The society represents all

The

problem."

•.

individuals,

i sustry's atcerned."

20s and low 30s, which is no real

ha. •

Phillips'topic was -The Use
of -Paralegals in the Delivery

in that bad straits as far

early and mid-winter

Bill Phillips Speaks At
Gerontological Society
=}00.-hptit'‘ Convention In Atlanta

Insver • ce-a 1 011.7

lei-level," Wells said.. "We're

the Florida Citrus Mutual in
Lakeland.
"Temperatures

00 ay

Friends may call at the

be any material effect on the
price of the juice at the con-

brought dire

grand.weekend, dumped more than a
13 , great grand-.
__
- foot of snow in Virgkiia and up to

children;

-We don't anticipate there will

said Earl

record snow

Concord, and

too early to aw>ess the losses.

as the

most of thearea there were high

include

Hendon, New

pect the cost of a morning cup

retired

a.

Murray, Mrs. Edd

bulls steady; calves and s'ealerssiegioy;
itileers steady
Church, Murray, Murray
steady.
fheeeZs 7
Lodge No. 105 F. 8i. A. M.,and
over last week; choice 990-1070 lb
slaughter steers 67.30-69.00; good and
of the Scottish Rite of Detroit,
choice 1060 lb 63.30; slaughter heifers
Mich. Born Dec. 1, 1909, at
choice 895-1097 lb 66.0047.00; good and
choice 800-1075 lb 61.5044.25; slaughter
Kirksey, he was the S013 of the
cows commercial 53.00-55.50; utility
late Charles Edward Clark
49.00-54.50,few high dressing up to $37.25;
and June Johnson Clark.
cutter 47.00-52.50; canner and cutter
He is survived by his wife,. under 800 lb 42.00-47.00; slaughter bulls
1760 lb 66.75; 1000-1740 lb 57.00-63.50;
Mrs. Virginia Pace Clark; one
choice 200-300 lb vealers 90.00-102.00;
selected
high choice and prime 110.00;
son, Edward Grant Clark,
choice 300.500 lb calves 77.00-89.00;
Detroit, Mich.; two sisters,
feeder steers medium frame No. I 300- .
500 lb 86.00.98.00; 500-600 lb 78.0049.00;
Mrs. Jessie Ross, Winter
600-700
lb 75.0043.25; 700-840 lb 70.01)Haven, Fla., and Mrs. Willie
82.00; medium frame No. 2 300.500 lb
Mae Washer; Inverness, Fla.;
77.0047.00; 500-700 lb 70.00-78.00; 700.925
lb 66.00.70.00; large frame No. 2 in10 nieces and' nephews including Holsteins 430450 lb 63.00.72.50;
cluding Dr. Charles Clark of
heifers medium frame No. 1 300-500 lb
Murray.
74.0041.00; 500400 lb 69.00.74.50; 600-705
lb 68.00-73.20; medium frame No. 2 360.700 lb 62.00.73.08; stock cows medium
frame No. 1 800.950 lb 34 years 51.0068.00.
BOARD MEETING
Hogs 1200; barrows and gilts 50-75
TIME CRANGED
lower; 1-2 210.250 lb 36.30-36.55; 2210.250
lb 36.00.36.30; 2-3 240-260 lb 35.50-36.00;
260-275 lb 34.50-35.10,, few 3 285-300 lb
The Administrative Board
32.90-33.00; sows steady to instances 1.00
of the First United Methodist
higher; 1-2 300.350 lb 32.00.33.00; 350400
lb 33.00-34.00; 400.500 lb 34.00-36.00; 500Church will meet Wednesday,
720 lb 36.00-38.40; boars over 300 lb 2625March 5, at 5 p.m. at the chur32.00.
Sheep 25: slaughter lambs steady;
ch. Members please note the
choice and few prime 99-104 lb iambs
change from 7 p.m.to 5 p.m.,a
65.00.
board spokesman said.

641 South

freeze that was

LOUISVILLE,0--.„AP USDA, Estimated receipts cittle4a calves
1200; limited slaughter
rs and

member of the First Christian

Dwain Taylor

but

Florida's $'f'b4ion citrus industry was spared
hard.

- forecost in Abe:low and.mid 20a
just 'didn't develop. Throughout

Smith, 803'• Hurt,

Lorine

brother, Herbert Dick,

LiveStock Market

day. While Wells said there had
been some damage,
it was

Press Writer

Ferguson

daughters--Mrs.

(Janice) • Littleton, one son,

helia

in

to ._ race Lodge, Murray; one
brother, Kirby Smith; Yucca

McClure,

whom she was married on
Dec.2, 1935; her mother, Mrs.

Herbert 'McClure and

Clark as orga
Burial

Gary

1894,

_son of-the late James.Smith

blefield, and D. B. Grubbs.
Burial will follow in the Mur-

funeral home.

16,

Sept.

Calloway County,.he was the

Jimmy

Tenn.

;Ford

Born

Home with John Dale and Jim

Canter officiating. The singing
--GfaridsollS- will- serve as -is by- singers from'thesBloed
'
,-will River Church of Christ Where
pallbearers and burial
follow in the Nevils Creek • she was a member.

•
Bush said he and Reagan
were in a close race there, as
in Massachusetts. "It's nip

and tuck," he said.

But things were looking up to-

years of age and was preceded
in 'death by his wife, Mrs:
-

election,too.

Florida's Citrus Industry
Spared Another Hard Freeze

orange juice to go up much after

.

losses to Carter, two of them
New
nearby
England
in

Massachusetts, said he was

Vermont held its primary

Hussung and Herb Pace.

and officials said they don

Nary Marr Smith, in January

•

at Murray State. A

p.m. at the Murray-Callc;Way
County Hospital. He was 85

.1964.

tests.

group will continue to meet on a recreational basis led by MSU students Karen

Nophon,

presidential Campaign

state

• State graduate students(from left). Sheryl Mansour, Jin Matney and Mark Barrett. The

Grace

Kelly Smith Dies
Monday With Rite'S'
To Be Wednesday

funera home after 5 p.m. today ( Tuesday 1.

Route 2is being held today at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the.

Cemetery in Stewart County,

two

Mrs.IJJy -DFutinJackie

ballots in the first,of the big

high point of the workshop was a commitment ceremony
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,
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Kennedy Sdys He'll Win
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Come in and got a wooden nickel - good 1or1-1.006W-Or$10.00 purchase of
paint.(Hy-Klas 60th Anniversary gift to you)

